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To my mother, 
the greatest woman in the world； 
To those 
who have dedicated whole-hcartGdly to 
the development of Chinese Law. 
ABSTRACT 
The Post-1978 China has been featured by i t s rapid 
social change consequent upon the launching of the Third 
Plenum. Social change has been a process of non-repet it ive 
al terat ion of behavioral patterns in various aspects. 
The Reform era also witnesses the Republic's strenuous 
effor t to enact legal rules as guiding framework of the 
moderhization programme. These legal rules have been 
understood as a sole deliberation of the ruling power or 
legislators who are to use them as instruments to bring 
about their desired social and economic goals. 
This thesis t r ies to argue that the changing socio-
economic situations may be a contributing factor to the 
reform of law. As the pressure is detrimental to the 
achievement of economic efficiency, the old legal framework 
may be modif ied so as to accommodate to the change. 
Based on the empirical study on the development of 
land management law in Shenzhen Special Economic Zone, the 
thesis put forward that, inter a l ia , the antecedent 
existence of and underground land market, which adversely 
affected the municipal government
}
s capability to derive 
reasonable benefits from land, is a factor contributing to 
the reform of the old land management laws enacted since 
1982. The new rules, enacted in 1988, now permit 
monetarily-compensated transfer of land use rights‘ Free 
transfer of land use rights have since then been allowed. 
A legitimate land market then emerges. In terms of the 
abi l i ty of the state qua land owner to derive legitimate 
land benefits， the new framework is more e f f i c i en t . 
Implications of the experience are three-fold. Firs t , i t 
s ignif ies a reversal of the socia l is t s t a t e ' s land practice 
from one which re 1 led heavily on the government's role to 
allot land to one which is primarily market-oriented. The 
original idea of land management which relied heavily on 
the government role to al lot land resources withers and is 
substituted by an emerging system primarily working on land 
use rights market, based on the inviolable not ion of pub l ie 
ownership. Second, such a change represents a 
pro 1iferation of networks of legal relationships upon urban 
land ac t iv i t i e s . Third, the change of laws entai ls an 
immediate need to modify the legal theory of land property 
law in China. 
It is hoped that this study may shed light on the 
problems China may encounter on her path to a social ism 
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Economic Reform and Social Change 
The Convening of the Third Plenum of the Eleventh 
Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party 
(hereinafter, the Third Plenum) in December 1978 marked the 
beginning of the epoch-making Reform and Open Door Policy 
in the People's Republic of China (PRC) .'^Significance of 
the Third Plenum was far-reaching. It concluded the 
disastrous decade of^ul tura l Revolution, put an end to the 
extreme ideological zenith, personal worship of charismatic 
leader and host i l i ty towards legal order and directed the 
whole country to a more pragmatic and moderate 1 ine of 
national modernization.
1
 Hundreds of reform programmes 
haW' been Launched, manifesting China's commitment to 
bettering her domestic economy and attracting foreign 
investment. 
Economic reform aims at advancing agricultural and 
industrial productivity, development of various economic 
sectors， and efficient ut i l izat ion of available 
resources with a view to bring about national wealth and 
1
 Communique of the Third Plenum of the Eleventh Central 
Committee of the Chinese Communist Party, December 1978. 
1 
modernization• 
Reform also means change. It involves transformation 
of old behavioral patterns, day-to-day pract ice , 
insti tutions, rules and, among others, values in various 
aspects into new ones considered to be desirable. 
Undoubtedly, post-1978 Chinese society has been changing 
cr i t ica l ly . By social, change, I refer to "any non-
repefitive alteration in the established modes of behaviour 
in society. '
4
 An aspect of a society is said to have been 
changed if , for instance, it has undergone a transition 
from one period when people generally did not obtain land 
through land sales act ivi t ies to another period when 
conveyancing has been generally practised. Conceptually, 
a change may be a process describing a transition from one 
distinct stage A to another distinct stage B. These two 
stages differ from one another by the behavioral patterns 
each described and correlate by the continuity of the 
transit ion from one stage to another. 
How may social changes be triggered? Changes may be 
induced through enactment of particular a u t h o r i t a t i v e rules 
3 
such as laws or policy documents by the government to 
guide individual or col lect ive behaviour with a view to 
2
 Lawrence M. Friedmand and Jack Ladinsky, "Social Change 
and the Law of Industrial Accidents," Columbia Law_Review 
(January 1967) : p.50. 
3
 The concept of government here embraces administrative and 
legislative branches . 
2 
achieving some pre-set social or community goals. This is 
an important feature of PRC under reform. Analytically，we^^ 
view, the changes as direct casual consequences of 
respective authoritative rules. Such guiding rules may be 
described as instrumental rules because of their being 
enacted purposively and consciously.
4
 They have been a 
usual tool China employed to gear up modernization 
programme in the Reform era.
5
 This style may sometimes be 
called in China as chaoqian l i f a , or "hedging legislation" 
which may simply be defined as conscious construction of a 
C 
desired framework to guide economic reform. They are 
tentative and enacted specifically at the outset as pilot 
schemes carried out at certain spots. I tw i l l not be until 
the experiment is proved satisfactory that programmes of 
wider scope will be launched. Some i l lustrat ive cases, to 
quote a few, are the t ra i l implementation of the bankruptcy 
law in Shenyang
7
 and the pi lot programme of levying land-
4
 David M. Trubek, "Toward a Social Theory of Law: An Essay 
on the Study of Law and n^ vp. 1 opm^nt. 'V Yale Law Journal , Vol .82, 
no.1 ( 1972): pp.5-6. 
5
 see below sections on the role of law in the Reform era. 
6
 Yu Meisun, Wu Yongren and Wang Tianyi, "Jingji Lifa 
Chaoqian Yanjiu zhong de jige Wenti" (Several Problems in the 
Study of Aheaded Legislation for Economics), Jing]ixue Zhoubao 
[Economics Weekly] 17 January 1988， p.3; see also Anthony Dick, 
"The Chinese Legal System: Reforms in the Balance," China 
Quarterly No.119 ( Summer 1989) : p.545. 
1
 see, for example, Ta-kuang Chang, "The Making of the 
Chinese Bankruptcy Law: A Study in the Chinese Legislative 




use fee in Fushun. 
Nevertheless, instrumental rules may not always be 
successful in bringing about the desired social changes or 
achieving expected social goals. Positive legal rules may 
fa l l short of their original legislative intent because of 
some unexpected changes in the socio-economic si tuat ion. 
Such changes emerge relat ively spontaneously. Unlike 
changes which may be ini t ia ted by positive rules, changes 
in this second sense are not guided or regulated by 
consciously—enacted provisions or rules. They originate in 
interactions between particular individuals or groups in 
the context of reform which is a necessary condition for 
such changes. Individuals or groups interact in a 
penumbral situation where legislative, or other 
authoritative regulations are vague or lacking. The 
spontaneous changes beget new practices , interests and also 
problems. The original legal framework may fa i l to cope 
with the new situation and cause problems unfavourable. 
9 
Law reform may, therefore, be a way out. 
8
 Zhang Yueqing and Zhang Liancheng，Chengshi Tudi Jing.ji 
Went i [Issues of Urban Land Economics] (Beijing: Guangming Ribao 
Chubanshe, 1990) , pp.46-50. 
9
 Shi Xian-min, Tizhi De TUPO: Beiiing Xichengqu Getihu 
Yaniiu [The Breakthrough of Inst i tut ion: A Study of the 
Independent Economic Entit ies in Beijing Western Urban Area] 
(Beijing: Zhongguo Shehui Kexue Chubanshe, 1993) , pp.19-21. The 
author gives the example of leasing out sales counters to 
individual businessmen by state-run stores. Such leasing was 
originally prohibited by the s tate . However, as the state-owned 
businesses were fallen into financial and management 
d i f f i cu l t i e s , leasing out practices became an expedient and 
commonly accepted way out . Finally, the state adopted policy to 
endorse and regulate the practice. 
4 
Law and Economic Reform 
Legal Rules in Modern Society 
Rules are ubiquitous in human society. For example, 
There are rules of et iquet te , games, morals and law. They 
provide standards of behaviour and are important features 
of human societ ies . Among them, law
10
 appears in modern 
society as the most important and authoritative rules 
regulat ing social and polit ical behaviour. 
Rules change. They change as societies develop, 
though the process may take years or ages. When old rules 
are no loriger capable of f u l f i l l i ng new needs and 
accommodating new environment, they may be modified or 
abrogated. If there is a deficiency of authoritative 
standards, new rules emerge. Rules may come from various 
sources. Rules in tradit ional or primitive society 
originated in history, t radi t ion, customs, mores， 
religions, or commands of a ruler or head of a tr ibe.
1 1 
Modern s ta tes , however, have been characterised by their 
enacting top-down instrumental legal rules with a view to 
regulating certain social behaviour so as to achieve some 
desired social goals.
12
 These laws are enacted by 
10
 Here law is used in a res t r ic t ive sense which refers to 
legal rules . 
11
 See, for example, William Graham Sumner, Folkways:_A 
Study of the Sociological Importance of Usages, Manners, Customs, 
Mores and Morals (Boston, New York: Ginn, 1940) 
12
 David M, Trubek, OP . ci t • 
5 
competent law-making bodies in a state. In this sense they 
are public and positive.
13
 Though consciously and 
purposively enacted,
14
 legislations may sometimes be no 
more than "imaginations" for their effectiveness in 
bringing about desired goals could be restrained by many 
factors.
1 5
 All in all， written positive laws seem to be 
inevitable in modern states. They have been an important 
source of law. 
V 
The Third Plenum，s Call for Legal Order 
Besides rapid social changes, the reform era has also 
been characterised by China's recourse to law. This can be 
succinctly read from the slogan and basic Party's line 
adopted since the Third Plenum:
 uyou fa keyif you fa biyi, 
zhifa biyan, weifa bijiu". Literally they mean: there 
shall be sufficient laws (fa) to be follow; there shall be 
conformity with laws; laws shall be seriously enforced; 
law-breaking behaviour shall be dealt with according to 
laws.
16
 All these goals require some kind of institutions 
to enact rules, operate and.apply them. In the wake of the 
13
 Roberto M. Unger，Law in Modern Society:_Toward_a 
Criticism of Social Theory (New York: Free Press, 1976)，p.50. 
14
 David M. Trubek, OP . c i t . , pp.4-6. 
15
 One of these restraining factors may be the existing 
legal tradition of a certain society built through ages. Alan 
Watson, in reviewing the development of Roman Law and Western 
legal tradition, has been sceptical upon the efficacy of laws 
enacted by legislators. See, for i n s t ance， Alan Watson, Failures 
of the Legal Imaginations (Edinburgh: Scottish Academic Press, 
1988)，p.36. ^ 
16
 Communique of the Third Plenum of the Eleventh Central 
Committee of the Communist Part, December 1978. 
6 
bi t t e r experience of Cultural Revolution, China has been 
conscious of the likely disastrous consequence caused by 
lunatic worshipping of a leader and over-concentration of 
power in hands of a few. It has also been contended that 
over-concentratiQn of pol i t ica l power hindered the ful l 
implementation of "democratic centralism", or socia l is t 
democracy, and national modernization. The veteran leader 
Deng Xiaoping once contended that "[over-concentration of 
powe^] hinders the practice of social is t democracy and the 
广 、〜 
Party，s democratic centralism, [and] impedes the progress 
of social is t construction.. .
m 1 7
 A suitable degree of de-
cent ral i zat ion has been said to be necessary to avoid 
despotism.
18
 To achieve this end, inst i tut ions and legal 
system are thought to be of paramount importance. 
Inst i tut ions and legal order re-building are urged. Law 
has been regarded as essential to prevent the resurrection 
of the evil "rule by man" (renzhi) which reached i t s zenith 
during the Cultural Revolution, as well as to secure 
social is t democracy. Beyond inst i tu t ional construction and 
curbing power abuse, a second significance of law is to 
19 
direct and secure the implementation of economic reform. 
Law is conceived as an instrument to bring about socio-
economic changes and to entrench the desired result . It 
17
 Deng Xiaoping，"On the Reform of the System of Party and 
State Leadership," (18 August 1980) in Selected Works 气 
Xiaoping ( 1975-1982) (Beijing: Foreign Language Press，1984), 
p,303. 
18
 Deng attributed over-concentrat ion of power as a major 
cause of the disastrous Cultural Revolution; see ibid., p.312. 
19
 Anthony Dicks , OP . ci t . , P . 545 . 
7 : 
also help vindicating and fac i l i ta t ing the operation of a 
market • 
Establishment of Legal Institutions 
Following the Third Plenum's call for construction and 
perfection of legal system was the enactment of the new 
Constitution in 1982. Unlike previous constitutions 
enacted in Maoist era, which stressed class struggle as the 
generval line of the Party and state, fundamental duties of 
the state as stipulated by the Constitution 1982 has 
significantly shifted to national modernization. The tune 
of class struggle has been down-played to a considerable 
extent .
21
 Since then, there have been strenuous efforts to 
enact basic laws, regulations and local regulations by the 
State 's legislative bodies. These legislations are made by 
competent law-making authorities as prescribed by the 
Constitution, which include the National People's Congress 
and i ts Standing Committee, the State Council , competent 
administrative agencies , local congresses and 
governments.
22
 The trend has been a heavy reliance on law 
to regulate and rule instead of solely resorting to Party's 
directives or decrees.、 
20
 Edward J. Epstein， "China's Legal Reforms," chap, in 
China Review ed. Kuan Hsin-chi and Maurice Brosseau, (Hong Kong: 
The Chinese University Press, 1991 ) , 9.2-9.3, 9.13-9.26. 
21
 Preamble. Constitution of the Peopled Republic of China 
1982 (hereinafter Constitution 1982). 
22
 Perry Keller, "Legislation in the People's Republic of 
China." British Columbia Law Journal Vol.23, no • 3 ( 1989): pp.653-
688. ——-
8 
Another significant aspect of legal development in 
post-Mao China has been the re-birth of legal insti tutions. 
Public securities {gongan) assume the duty of law 
enforcement with regard to public order and criminal 
matters. The people's procuratorates (renmin jiancha 
jiguan) and people's courts (renmin fayuan) are responsible 
for public prosecution as well as application of law and 
adjudication respectively. The scenario sharply contrasts 
with vthe period of Cultural Revolution during which the 
country was plunged into extreme irrationali ty and legal 
institutions were severely attacked, as reflected by the 
slogan "smashing public securities, procuratorates and 
judiciary". 
Despite i ts pledge to a more pragmatic and rational 
approach to governance, the Communist Party, however, has 
persistently vowed to uphold the cardinal principles of 
socialist road, Marxist-Leninist and Mao Zedong thoughts, 
Communist Party's leadership and people's democratic 
centralism.
23
 It is clear that the Party has defined 
itself as the sole ruling political power in the state, and 
assumed the responsibility to lead the economic reform. 
But it has been envisaged that changes brought about by 
reform may also challenge the Party's rule. Thus, it has 
been urged that while socialist modernization has to be 
accomplished through reform and open-up policies, 
perseverance of the four cardinal principles was equally 
Preamble. Constitution 1982. 
9 
24 paramount• 
The Case of Urban Land Management in Shenzhen 
、 Land use is in i tself an interesting and important 
research topic, especially in a socialist country, because 
it usually relates to discussions of ownership and touches 
upon ideological matters. All socialist states have 
beenvfeatured by their establishment of a public ownership 
system over means of production and many other natural 
resources such as land. In less legalistic terms, this 
system upholds the s ta te ' s exclusive enjoyment of and 
ultimate control over urban land property. China is no 
exception. History of the PRC before 1982 was all 
dedicated to establishing state-ownership over urban land. 
In pre-reform China， urban land could be allotted to 
different units (danwei) for use. Under the planned 
economic system, urban land was granted ex gratia by the 
state to land users, ie. all land users, mostly state 
enterprises, governmental agencies and urban residents, 
were entitled to use the land without paying any rent or 
use fee. It was not surprising to have a socialist state 
and planned economy subscribed to such practice because 
24
 This may be referred to as "yige zhongxin, liangge 
jibendian", or one centre with two basic points; see, Xiao-ping 
Deng, "Woguo Fangzhen Zhengce de Liangge J ibendian" (The Two 
Basic Points of Our Country's General Policy) (4 July 1987) in 
Dens Xiaooing Wenxuan [Selected Works of Deng Xiao-ping] Vol.3， 
(Beijing: Renmin Chubanshe, 1993), p.248. 
10 
state-owned enterprises and other production units were in 
no sense autonomous economic corporations. They were only 
parts of the leviathan state production apparatus following 
commands of the central government. Following Stalinist 
model of production in the Soviet Union, the only task of 
the enterprises was to meet the s ta te ' s plans instead of 
pursuing their own economic interests.
2 5
 All raw materials 
and means of production were therefore distributed by the 
s t a t e . Prices of products were centrally control led and 
5
 26 
the state shouldered al1 economic losses and l i ab i l i t i e s . 
With the advent of economic reform, the situation has 
changed. The new Constitution in 1982 has stipulated 
state-ownership over urban land.
27
 However, the old 
planned system was not compatible with the call for 
economic vi ta l i ty . Given the premise of state ownership, 
a socialist imperative that should never be abandoned, the 
que s t i on now i s how to make the best possible use of land 
resources in terms of economic efficacy. The idea of land 
management therefore emerges. Land Management ( tudi 
guanli) is a term of reform. It may be defined as s ta te ' s 
planning, control , regulations and monitoring over land and 
25
 Wang Liming and Lin Zhaonian, "The Property Rights System 
of the State Enterprises in T.RW and Contemporary Problems 




 ARTICLE 10, Constitution 1982. 
11 
24 
related act ivi t ies . 
The idea of land management should also be understood 
together with the theoretical system of land property law. 
The system has been established by virtue of the General 
Principles of Civil Law 1986 (GPCL) and supplemented by 
Mainland legal scholarship. A national Land Management Law 
was also promulgated in 1986 specifically for land use and 
r e l a t e d matters. It was amended in 1988 to allow the free 
transfer of land use rights. (See below) PRC generally 
borrows the Continental Civil Law idea of "right to things" 
(wuquan) in respect of land ownership. This legal 
framework is an important authoritative instrument for 
China in the reform era providing for t i t l e s and rights 
over land property. Clear legal definitions and protection 
of these rights are essential to the establishement and 
operations of an effective land management system. 
The f i r s t land management legislation was enacted in 
Shenzhen Special Economic Zone (SEZ) in .1981 and became 
effective in 1982. The Shenzhen Special_Economic_Zone 
Interim Provisions on Land Management ( Shenzhen Jingji Tequ 
Tudi Guanli Zanxing Guiding, hereinafter, the Interim 
Provisions 1982) introduced a new concept of the separation 
of right to use land from ownership. Land use rights were 
granted to individuals, units and foreign businesses for 
28
 Qiu Jinfeng, ed.， Fanedichan Cidian [Dictionary of Real 
Estates Properties Laws] (Beijing: Falu Chubanshe, 1992)， p.84. 
12 
fixed terms and land use fees upon any user. This was 
referred to as the fixed-term-paid-use of land (youqi 
youchang shiyong). By virtue of the Tnterim Provisions 
1982, prospective land users were required to f i le an 
29 , 
application with Shenzhen's municipal government. Land 
use right was granted through a system generally called 
administrative allotment (xingzheng huabo). According to 
the Tnterim Provisions 1982, land users were not permitted 
to s今11 or transfer their allotted land, upon which they 
only held t i t l e of use, by whatever means. The only 
legitimate channel to obtain land use rights was through 
the al lotment system* Land use fee, or rent, may, subject 
t 0 the Provisions， be remitted. Besides its legal meaning 
as rent, levying of land-use fee had an economic function. 
It was hoped that the fee collected could reimburse costs 
for infra-structural land development, which includes land 
levelling, road building and, inter alia, sewage system 
construction, and urban maintenance. 
However, the old framework did not live long. In 
1987， a Reform Programme on the Land Management System of 
Shenzhen SEZ (Shenzhen Jingji Tequ Tudi Guanli Tizhi Gaige 
Fangan) was enacted by the municipal government of Shenzhen 
to implement a new land managing system. The system has 
been partly model led on Hong Kong's landholding framework, 
which is actually a transplant from the English system. 
Followed on were assignments ( churang) of land use right of 
29
 Article 4, Provisional Provisions 1982. 
13 
three pieces of state-owned land in Shenzhen by the 
government to land users through agreement, tender and 
public auction at the end of 1987. A new T,and Management 
Regulations {Shenzhen Jingji Tequ Tudi Guanli Tiaoli) was 
then enacted in December 1987 which was a legal re-
statement of the municipal Reform Programme and repealed 
the Interim Provisions 1982. There were several noted 
points of development. Firs t , land in the SEZ should only 
be asvsigned to users by the government through either of 
the three methods, namely agreement, tender and public 
auction. Users were required to pay a land price in order 
to obtain the land-use right and conclude a land-use 
contract with the state qua owner (youchang churang). 
Second, users might re-assign (youchang zhuanrang) their 
land-use right freely through sale and purchase, exchange, 
or raise mortgage over the land use right, subject to 
conditions and regulations of the new Regulations. The 
government would charge an amount for each re-assignment 
among the seller and buyer. Land use fee collected and 
land price and transfer charge earned by the government was 
used for the estab1ishment of a land development fund. 
At one level of analysis, Shenzhen's carrying out of 
the new land management system claimed no uniqueness since 
at the same time, cit ies like Xiamen, Shanghai were also 
implementing similar reform programmes. It was but one of 
the pilot schemes of the same kind initiated by the central 
government to try out new land management style for the 
14 
sake of national economic well being. At another more 
micro level , introduction of the new system had a local 
concern to rectify the ineffectiveness and inadequacy of 
the old land system consequent upon the l a t t e r ' s failure to 
accommodate to the changes in the society. Firs t , it was 
the ineffective land use fee system. The government was 
desperately losing money in respect of infra-structural 
development which was hard to recoup. Second, it was the 
ossified and rigid allotment and the inadequacy of the 
interim Provisions which rendered the emergence of 
underground land transactions, or land black market, which 
were, at the time being, s ta tutor i ly prohibited. The 
disguised land market benefited considerably the land 
developers and enterprises. All these macro and micro 
factors contributed to the enactment of the new law. 
Beyond the immediate context, the new legislation 
represents a return to the market-centred land practices in 
a socialist state. Moreover, the change signifies a need 
to modify the land property jurisprudence. 
The Research Problem and i t s Significance 
This thesis theoretically concerns with the 
relationship between changes in positive legal rules and 
social change in the People's Republic of China in the 
context of economic reform and modern iza t ion . It is 
hypothesised that economic reform correlates with legal 
change in the sense that law provides necessary conditions 
15 
and backup for the advancement of economy and market while 
, ^ 30 
development of the la t ter causes law to evolve and so on. 
However, the hypothesis is inadequately substantiated by 
empirical study. In the wake of this d i f f icu l ty , this 
thesis is an attempt dedicated to provide substantive 
empirical data so as to further our present knowledge of 
how legal rules and social change may interact in the 
reforming China. Frankly, the logic of how is very often 
more .an empirical than theoretical question. Such a 
question is usually case-bound and par t icu lar i s t ic and may 
lessen the generalization power of the study to a higher 
theoret ical leve1. 
This research reveals how the legal rules governing 
land management in Shenzhen were reformed in response to 
the immediate changing socio-economic environment. It 
examines what socio-ecnomic factors and conditions may 
contribute to the rise of the legal rules which permit 
monetarily-compensated ..assignments and re-assignments of 
land use rights. Beyond this immediate concern, this study 
also t r ies to show the significance of the specific event 
in a broader context so as to reveal the development of 
land laws in the social is t Republic.
31
 Through a 
30
 James V. Feinerman, "Economic and Legal Reform in China, 
1978-91 , ” Problems of Communism (Sept ./Oct. 1991): p.66. 
31
 This is inspired by a prominent legal historian in 
contemporary time， Alan Watson, who writes extensively on the 
Western legal tradit ions, evolution and comparative law. See 
Alan Watson, The Evolution of Law (Oxford: Basil Blackwe11, 
1985 ) , p . 3 . 
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systematic study of the development of land laws and 
practices in Shenzhen SEZ, the thesis attempts to show the 
tension and discrepancy between the socialist demand for 
state-ownership over land and the developmental need for 
capi ta l is t land management. It can shed light on the 
nature of the problems a socia l is t system encounters on i t s 
reform path and further our understanding of the evolution 
process of a social ist system with Chinese characterist ics . 
The Scope of Research 
I choose the development of land management 
legislations in Shenzhen Special Economic Zone as a case 
for studying how legal change is driven by social change. 
The time frame is set on the period through the 
promulgation of the Interim_Provisions_L£82 to the 
enactment of the Land Management Regulations in 1988. The 
reason is that SEZ has been a "laboratory" in the 
nationwide reform programme. It enjoys policy preferences 
granted by the central government regarding economic 
matters
32
 and always steps ahead of the rest of the country 
to introduce new ideas and try out pilot reform 
32
 Liu Zhigeng, ed.，Shenzhen Jingii Tequ Fazhan Tanmi 
[Exploring the Secret of the Development of Shenzhen SEZ] 
(Shenzhen: Haitian Chubanshe, 1988)，pp.14-16; Shenzhen.has been 
granted autonomy, among others, in respects of policies of 
management system, infra-structural construction, finance and 
budgeting, taxation, bank credit , foreign exchanges, labour and 




 Development of land management legislat ion 
is but one example. Moreover, Shenzhen has always been a 
role-model for other SEZs and coastal c i t i e s . 
Symbolically, Shenzhen's experience of land management is 
significant to the nation-wide land management reform 
because it was the f i r s t place to carry out the p o s t - 1 9 4 9 
o f f i c i a l l y permitted land auction. The aftermath of it was 
the amendment of the Constitution to secure the principle 
34 . 
of t ransferabi l i ty of land-use right in 1988/ pervasive 
adoption of the monetary-compensated land use system 
(youchang shiyong) ^ the PRC's transformation into 
market-oriented land practices. 
However, focus is set on the interplay between the 
development of Shenzhen's land management law and social 
change in the locality in the context of economic reform, 
in lieu of the c e n t r e - l o c a l i t y interaction. Afteral l , as 
it stands, Shenzhen deserve being studied for because of 
i t s status as a Special Economic Zone. It has borrowed 
many ideas from Hong. Kong which in turn are conducive to 
the overall development of the country. 
Practically speaking, it is convenient for me to get 
33
 Shenzhen Tequ Bao [Shenzhen Special Economic Zone Daily, 
hereinafter SZTQ Bao], 28 August 1987. 
34
 Article 10， Amendment to the Constitution 1988 
35
 The promulgation of State Council's Provisional 
Regulation on Assignment and Re-assignment of Use Right of State-
owned land in Cities and Towns, 19 May 1990. 
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assess to the materials because of the proximity of 
Shenzhen to Hong Kong which renders good flow and 
avai labi l i ty of information and raw materials. 
Limitations and Diff icul t ies 
This research is ma in ly based on the studying primary 
sources such as off ic ia ls documents, laws， s t a t i s t i c s and 
secondary sources such as academic works of Mainland and 
f o r e i g n scholars. Interviews with scholars in the Shenzhen 
University were originally part of the research schedule. 
U n f o r t u n a t e l y ， they were not successfully conducted due to 
36 
some unexpected problems during the arrangement. I am 
fully aware of the importance to interview off ic ia ls 
drafting the land laws and responsible for land management 
in Shenzhen. Nevertheless, a lack of connections rendered 
such contact diff icult , if not impossible. This thesis 
will also be better written if cases regarding land t i t l e s 
decided in Shenzhen's people's court are available. These 
cases are important in the sense that they manifest 
interactions between real l i fe situation and positive legal 
rules. They show how laws operate in the society. 
However, during writing of this thesis, I am only able to 
get access to court cases decided elsewhere in the country. 
36
 Here, I am in debt to Mr. Zhang Xin, Honourary Research 
Fellow of the Chinese Law Programme , Hong Kong Institute of Asia-
Pacific Studies, The Chinese University of Hong Kong. He has 
been very kind to help me arranging interviews with scholars in 
the Shenzhen University, though these interviews were not 
successful. 
19 
Given the limitations, I f inally elected to do without 
these sources, which may cause methodological deficiency of 
the present study. 
Arrangement of Chapters 
This chapter serves as an introduction which poses the 
research question and provides a framework of analysis. 
Chapter Two intends to give a account of the historical 
backgroung of land laws and practices in the both the pre-
reform and reform era. Emphasis wi11 be put on contrasting 
the different concerns of land law in the two periods. 
Followed on will be a rather lengthy chapter on the 
empirical account of the development of land management 
laws in the Shenzhen SEZ from 1982 to 1988. The concluding 
chapter attempts to shed light on the importance of the 
observations• 
One more technical point to be noted. This thesis has 
been based on a lot of raw materials and works in Chinese. 
Thus, it frequently encounters jargons originating in 
China. My approach is to provide also the piny in in i ta l ic 
for these terms. Appendix I will serve as a list of all 
t i t l e s of Chinese legal materials quoted or consulted. 
Both t i t l e s in Chinese characters and their English 
translations will be provided. Appendix II is an English-
Chinese glossary for all special terms appeared in the 
dissertation,- For the sake of the readers' convenience, 
20 
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CHAPTER TWO 
THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF LAND LAWS AND POLICIES： 
A COMPARISON BETWEEN THE PRE-REFORM AND REFORM ERA 
The State Ownership System 
The history of the communist China can be divided into 
two dist inct periods. The pre-1978 era before the 
convening of the Third Plenum can be regarded as the pre-
reform era while the post-1978 period the reform era. Foci 
of the land policies and laws are different . As the pre-
reform era was committed to the nationalization of urban 
land and the establishment of a public ownership system, 
the post-1978 China is more concerned with eff ic ient land 
use and management. The idea of land management is 
therefore introduced with a view to managing the use of 
land in a economically ef f ic ient way, based on the 
entrenched system of state-ownership. 
In China, state ownership may convey two meanings. 
Fi rs t , it constitutes one of the two forms of the public 
ownership system (gongyou zhi) which is a distinguishing 
feature of the social is t economic and pol i t ical system vis-
a-vis her capi ta l is t counterparts. It is understood as the 
opposite to the private ownership system said to be the 
foundation of capitalism. The public ownership system is 
a defining characterist ic of the social is t system and has 
22 
been stipulated in the Constitution.
1
 Public ownership 
takes two forms, namely, state ownership and collective 
ownership. Collective ownership mostly exists in rural and 
agricultural areas (nongcun). It means simply that the 
right to land ownership is vested in peasants or their 
economic organizations (nongye j i t i jingji zuzhi). The 
second form of public ownership is state ownership, or 
ownership by the whole people (quanmin suoyou zhi) . By 
virtue of the Constitution of 1982，all urban land shall be 
state-owned.
2
 This provision secures the domination of the 
state over urban land and is establ ished out of the 
communist ideology that sees private ownership as an 
exploiting institution. The essence of the notion is that 
only when the state apparatus and the means of production 
are dominated by the proletariat class represented by the 
vanguard Communist Party, exploitation withers. Driven by 
the ideological thrust, one of the primary tasks of the 
Communist Party would be to bring about the s ta te ' s 
domination over urban land ownership. 
Apart from the political meaning, state ownership may 
be referred to as a legal concept in civil law. It， 
therefore, has specific legal content and may define the 
civil relationship between the state as a property (land) 
owner and other non-owners who may be granted rights of 
enjoyment over state-owned land. Motivation to provide 
1




legal definitions and theory for land ownership and related 
rights certainly is a result of the launching of Open Door 
Policy and the modernization programme. The idea of land 
management and i ts development should be understood in the 
light of the theoretical system of land ownership. 
Laws and Policies in The Pre-reform China, 1949 - 1978 
J % Scenario of the Earlv 1950s 
The story goes back to the civil war period in the 
late 1940s. During the Civil War and the infant years of 
the Communist government after 1949, land reform programmes 
were carried out in both rural (nongcun) and urban 
(chengshi) areas. Before the establishment of the People's 
Republic, land reform was virtually guided by direct policy 
statements and decrees, among which the most important was 
the General Outline of Land Law of China (Zhongguo Tudifa 
Dagang)\ from the Communist Party. After seizure of 
power, a Land Reform Law was promulgated by the Central 
people's Government in 1950 which provide legal basis for 
agricultural land reform. The purpose of land reform 
programmes in the rural areas was to "abolish the 
exploitating land ownership system of the landlord class"
4 
and to re-distribute land to the peasants or peasant 
3
 Promulgated at the Chinese Communist Party's National Land 
Conference (Quanguo Tudi Huiyi) held on 13 September 1947. 
4





 Land owned by landlords was confiscated 
(moshou) while those owned by churches, monasteries, 
ancestral temples, schools and other land taken over 
(zhengshou) 
As the Communist Party seized the ruling power, land 
ownership in urban area was mixed. Some were originally 
owned by the Kuomintang (KMT) Government ("bureaucrat-
capi ta l is ts" in communist usage), and foreigners 
("imperialists") while some were properties of war 
criminals ("counter-revolutionaries"). The remaining 
embraced land used for industrial or commercial purposes 
owned by the industr ial is ts and entrepreneurs or "national 
capi ta l is ts" , and residential land owned by private 
individuals or other social organisations. 
Instead of a prompt nationalization of all urban land， 
the Party employed different tact ics from those used in 
rural area.
1
 Firs t ly, land and properties of the 
"imperialists"， "bureaucrat-capitalists" and "counter-
revolutionaries" were confiscated or taken over by the 
Communist government by virtue of regulations dealing with 
5
 Articles 10 to 15，ibid. For an understanding of rural 
land reform，readers may refer to John Wong, Land Reform m the 
Peopled Republic of China: Institutional_Transformation_in 
Agriculture, (New York, Washington, London: Praeger Publishers, 
1973), 
6
 Articles 2 and 3， Land Reform Law 1950. 
1
 see "Guanyu Chengshi Fangwu, Fangzu De Xingzhi he Zhengce" 
[On the Nature and Policies of Urban Estates and House Rent] 
Renmin Ribao, 12 August 1949, p . l . 
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war criminals and counter-revolutionaries.
8
 Secondly, 
ownership by entrepreneurs, businessmen, urban residents 
and other individuals and business ent i t ies was preserved 
in the early 1950s and s ta tu tor i ly protected.
9
 This means 
that they were allowed to operate for some time. 
Preservation of private economy was in fact s trategical ly 
desirable for the infant Republic since "capital is t" 
economy occupied a significant portion of the whole 
national economy.
10
 This avoided complete collapse of the 
economy which could be fatal to the new government. The 
Communist Party thought that private enterprises were 
11 
instrumental in providing living necessities ， 
8
 see Article 3， Common Programme of the China，s People，s 
p^n t ^ral Consultative Conference 1949 promulgated the Conference 
on 29 September 1949; Article 17 7thon^hua Renmin Gongheguo 
r.hengzhi Fangeming Tiaoli [Regulations of the PRC on Punishing 
Counter-revolutionaries] enacted in February 1951; Zhen^wuyuan 
Guanvu Meishou Fangeming Zuifang Zaichan De Guiding [State 
Council's Provisions on Confiscating Properties of Counter-
revolutionary Criminals] promulgated in June 1951. 
9
 Article 4， Common Programme 1949. 
1Q
 It was reported that in 1949, the total number of 
industrial workers in non-state-run sectors amounted to 54.6% ot 
the total number of workers nation-wide while the total output 
value 63.2% of the gross national product. See Zhongguo 
Shehuikexueyuan Jingji Yanjiusuo, Zhongguo Zibenzhuyi Gon^shangye 
de shehui Zhuvi Gaizhao [Socialist Transformation of China s 
Capitalist Industry and Commerce] (Beiing: Renmin Chubansne, 
1978)，p.89. 
u
 One of the examples was provision of housing. It had 
been a policy of the Party that private capital was to be used 
for the construction of urban residential estates. Capital and 
resources owned by the state were used for the war against the 
KMT government and developing the na t ions industrial 
productivity. See"Guanyu Chengshi Fangwu, Fangzu De Xingzhi he 
Zhengce" [On the Nature and Policies of Urban Estates, House 
Rent], Renmin Ribao 12 August 1949, p.1. 
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12 _ . 
commodities, expertise and technical training. During 
this period, "capitalists" were being util ised but their 
development and expansion were restricted. The tactics was 
of f ic ia l ly known as "policy to ut i l i se and res t r ic t" 
(liyong, xianzhi zhengce)In addition, their continued 
existence allowed the new government to concentrate on the 
agricultural land reform and gave room for consolidation of 
the ruling power. 
令：, .: •. • / . 
Conveyancing and other previous practices over urban 
land properties were also preserved and continued, though 
l a w s of the KMT government were statutorily declared to be 
void.
14
 Renmin Ribao (People's Daily), a mouthpiece of the 
Party, on 22 January 1950 precisely told the policy 
position.
15
 In a reply letter to the Pingyuan Province16 
on questions of urban housing and land ownership, it was 
proclaimed that the issue of private land ownership should 
for the time being not be dealt with. Instead the old 
practice was followed. 
12
 Zhongguo Shehuikexueyuan Jingji Yanj iusuo, o ^ _ , 
p.90. 
13
 Jian Sun, Zhonehua Renmin Gongheguo Jing.lishi [Economic 
History of the People's Republic of China] (Beijing: Zhongguo 
Renmin Daxue Chubanshe, 1992 ) , pp.70-73. 
14
 Article 17, Common Programme. 
15
 "Guanyu Chengshi Fangwu Wenti" [On the Question of Urban 
Housing] Renmin Ribao, 22 January 1950， 1. 
16
 A province now does not exist. It has been incorporated 
into three other different provinces. 
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In connection to this, laws were made to fac i l i ta te 
the act iv i t ies . One example of such legislations was the 
Provisional Regulations rm Deed Tax (Qishui Zanxing 
Tiaoli). Enacted by the State Council in 1950, the law 
aimed at regulating land and house properties transfer. 
Other tax items included house property tax (fangchan shui) 
and land tax (dichan shui),11 which were later combined 
as real estates tax (fangdichan shui)^ The tax was 
imposdd upon property owners but remission might be 
granted. The militia， social organizations, public or 
registered privately-run schools and temples were all 
exempted. Public areas such as parks, and historical 
rel ics were completely remitted . 
Apart from paying tax, users of state-owned land could 
be required to pay rent. One example was the Zhongnan 
Region's Provisional Measures on Land__Use for_Urban 
Construction. Save for government agencies, militia， 
public s choo l s , public enterprises and peoples， 
associations, whose uti l ization of public land could be ex 
gratia or through rental, all private individuals should, 
by virtue of the Measures pay rent to the state upon using 
17
 Provision 4(11) and (12), Ouaneuo Shuizheng Shishi Yaoze 
[Important Rules on National Implementation of Tax Policies] 
promulgated on 27 January 1950 by the State Council . 
18 Zhengwuvuan Caizhene Jing.ii Weivuanhui Guanyu Tiaozheng 
Shuishuo ii ai ShixiDg Rial de Tongzhi [State Council Finance and 
Economics Commission's Not ice on Adjustment of Tax and i ts 
Implementing Date], 29 June 1950. 
19
 Provisional Regulations on Urban Real Estates Tax 1951. 
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state-owned land. Rental was subject to the leases 
contracted between the states and land users. Therefore, 
in the early 1950s, urban land use had to be paid. 
The above discussions show that private ownership and 
land conveyancing were tolerated in the early years. 
However, privately owned land could be requisitioned by the 
s ta te . At the end of 1953，the State Council issued the 
i ^ • 20 
on Remii^ition of Land for State Construction 
for the purpose of nationalization of private land. It was 
amended in 1958， allegedly for the sake of accommodating to 
2i 
the social is t transformation . 
socialist Transformation 
One should not forget the communist theory that 
private ownership is seen as exploiting. The ideal of 
communism is a situation where the state and all kinds of 
exploitation wither. The task of socialism, theoretically 
a stage antecedent to communism, is the domination of state 
apparatus and all means of production by the proletariat 
class claimed to be represented by the vanguard Communist 
Party. Driven by this ideological thrust, the Party 
ini t ia ted a movement of socialist transformation (shehui 
zhuyi gaizao)： This was announced in 1953 by the Central 
20 zhenswuvuan Guanvu Guoiia Jian^he Zhengyons Tudi Banfa 
promulgated by the State Council on 5 December 1953. 
21
 Tao Xijin， Guanvu Guoiia Jianshe Zhengyong Tudi Banfa 
Xiuzheng Can^n di Shuoming [Explanation on the Draft Amendment 
of the Measures on Land Requisition for State Construction], 18 
October, 19 57. 
29 
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Committee of the Party. Thus, private ownership was sooner 
or later bound to be abolished and transformed into state-
ownership or ownership by the whole people. The general 
line was incorporated into the f i r s t Constitution of the 
PRC in 19 5 4
 22
 which provided that the state was in a 
transitional period toward socialism. Liu Shaoqi once 
reported that "the duty of the state is to consolidate and 
develop …[state-ownership and c o - o p e r a t i v e ownership], 
which V are socialist economy, while [individual and 
capital ist ownership] will undergo socialist transformation 
gradually."
23
 In this period, s t a t e - owne r sh i p， co-
operative-ownership, private-ownership and capitalist 
ownership co-existed in the country. Nevertheless, 
industries and business ent i t ies were required to be 
jointly managed and run by the state and private owners 
(gongsi keying or joint state-private management). Means 
of production and properties were "redeemed" (shomai) or 
bought by the state. Proprietors were paid "fixed 
dividends" (dingxi) by the state for a period before the 
24 
ownerships completel^X
e n t i n t o t h e h a n d s o f t h e s t a t e
. 
22
 Promulgated at the First Session of the First National 
People's Congress in 1954. 
23
 Liu Sh^nqi . Report on the Draft Constitution of the 
Republic of China at the First Meeting of the First 
National Peopled Congress, 15 September 1954. 
24
 Mao Zedong, "The Road for the Transformation of 
Capitalist Industry and Commerce" (September 7, 1953) in Selected 
Works of Mao Tse-tuns Vo1.V (Peking: Foreign Languages Press, 
1977) p 113. According to the outline of Mao, state-capital ist 
enterprises' profits should be distributed in the following way: 
34.5% as income tax to the state, 15.0% as welfare fund for the 
workers, 30.0% for accumulation fund and only 20.5% as dividends 
to the capital i s ts . 
30 
Socialist transformation of private house properties 
was undertaken simultaneously. On 18 January 1956， the 
Party issued an important pol icy document, Opinions on the, 
Prirrent General Situation of Urban Privately-owned Estates, 
and Carrying out Socialist Transformation, which directed 
the nationalization of privately-owned open space, 
residential land, and house building foundation land 
(zhajidi).25 Open and unattended area and residential land 
were nationalized according to this document. Similar 
methods such as "redemption" and joint state-private 
management with payment of fixed dividends were adopted in 
this regard.
26
 Expedient policies allowing conveyancing, 
mortgage and leasing were withdrawn and such practices were 
27 
prohibited. 
Coupled with the social is t transformation was the 
gradual abolition of any payment for land use. In early 
1954, the communist government directed that state-owned 
enterprises using land were no longer required to pay land 
use fee or land rent.
28
 A later document issued in March 
25
 Guanvu Muaian Chensshi Sivou Fanschan Oiben Qingkuang Ji 
jinexing Shehui Zhuvi Gaizhau de Yi iian issued by the Party s 
Centre on 18 January 1956. 
26
 "Quanmian Wancheng Chengshi de Shehui Zhuyi Gaizhau" 
[Comprehensively Completing Socialist Transformation in Urban 
Areas] Renmin Ribao， 6 August 1958, 
27
 Ji Min, Zhongguo Fangdichan Zhengce, Fasui yu Shi.jian 
[Policies, Laws and Practices of China's Real Properties] 
(Beijing: Xueyuan Chubanshe, 1991), p.563. 
28
 By virtue of Document No.15 of the Financial Department； 
quoted in Zhang Yueqing and Zhang Liancheng, Chengshi Tudi Jingji 
Wenti [Issues of Urban Land Economics] (Beijing: Gunagming Ribao 
31 
1954 further exempted al l government agencies, schools, 
social organizations and enterprises jointly managed by 
state and private proprietors from rent for using state 
1 and ‘2 
Socialist transformation was further boosted during 
t h e Great Leap Forward movement in 1958 when Mao Zedong, 
then Party's Chairman, vowed to overtake Great Britain, in 
terms of ..industrial performance, within 15 years. The 
whole society was mobilized. Hasty programmes with a view 
to achieve the ambitious, albeit arbitrary and unrealis t ic , 
economic targets proved a failure and economic re-
adjustment followed. Despite readjustment, the "communist 
wind" which gave high regards to public ownership was never 
abated and blew strong for another 20 years, reached i ts 
ecstasy in the Great Proletariat Cultural Revolution from 
1966 to 1976. This was a time when the extreme ideology 
dominated all sectors, economic and poli t ical . Despite the 
Cultural Revolution, the nationalization of urban land 
.“ j ^^ 30 
remained a end that the state was committed to. 
K.stabl ishment of State Ownership over Urban Land 
Main concern of land laws and policies pre-1978 was 
the elimination of private ownership system and the 
establishment of public ownership system. Confiscations, 




 Ji Min, orr. cit • , p.572. 
32 
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requisi t ions and social is t transformation had been major 
methods employed to accomplish the domination of ownership 
over urban land by the s ta te . Nearly all laws and decrees 
pertinent to land were enacted in order to establ ish s ta te 
ownership. Albeit there were occasional land regulations 
aimed at f ac i l i t a t i ng private land transactions, their 
emergence was on 1y expedient. Nor was there any concern of 
eff icacious use of land in the pre-reform era. It is worth 
noting
v
that s tate ownership over urban land never appeared 
in consti tut ions and land laws in the pre-reform era as a 
separate provision. In the Constitution of 1954， mixed 
ownership in urban area was tolerated.
3 1
 Tolerance allowed 
time for implementing the soc ia l i s t transformation. The 
following two constitutions in 1975 and 1978 repealed 
provisions on mixed ownership but only st ipulated broadly 
for public ownership of the means of production which 
included ownership by the whole people, al ias s ta te 
ownership, and collectives.
3 2
 Mineral resources, waters 
and fores ts , undeveloped lands, but not those upon which 
properties were erected, and other marine and land 
resources were owned by the s ta te .
3 3
 It was not unti l the 
Constitution of 1982 that inviolable state-ownership over 
urban land was specif ical ly provided. At this time, 
nationalization of urban land was seemed to be by and large 
31
 Article 5，Const i tut ion 1954 
32
 See Article 5， Constitution 1975 and Constitution 1978. 
33
 See Article 6 of both Constitutions, 
34
 Article 10， Constitution 1982. 
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completed; It was reported that only 4.5 percent of the 
35 
urban land was s t i l l owned by private individuals. 
The Post-1978 Reform and Urban Land Use 
Economic Reform and Urban Land Use 
I have shown previously how the communist Republic 
spent more than th i r ty years on the establishment of a 
s t a t e -We r s h i p system of urban land. This public 
ownership of means of production is a piece of cornerstone 
of the s ta te against which any form of violation shall be 
prohibited.
3 6
 Now that state-ownership is established. 
T h e task in the Reform era is to v i ta l ize and advance the 
economy based on that system. 
State ownership of urban land is no longer only an 
ideological and pol i t ica l term in the new epoch. Rather, 
it is now entrenched and defined by the law and has a 
substantive legal conteiit. Two pieces of legislat ions are 
impor tan t in this regard: the General Principles of Civil 
Law and the Land Management Law, 
Under the old system, which had been running since 
35
 For the s t a t i s t i c s , see Zhang Yueqing and Zhang 
Liancheng, OP• cit•, p.35. 
36
 Hu Yaobang, "Quanmian Kechuang Shehui Zhuyi Xiandaihua 
Jianshe de Xingjumian" (To wholly Open-up a New Era of Socialist 
Modernization Construction) in Shiyijie Sanzhongquanhui yi lai 
Zhongvao W^nxian Xuandu [Selected Important Documents of the 
Third Plenum of the Eleventh Central Committee]，Vol. 1 • (Beijing: 
Renmin Chubanshe, 1987 ) , p.484. 
34 
1960S, land was ex gratia allotted by the state to land 
using units which might include state enterprises, 
collective enterprises, government agents and other 
organizations or individuals. It had been a practice ever 
since the socialist transformation in the 1960s. Land 
users were allowed to use land free without paying for i t . 
This practice was related to the planned economy under 
which all state-owned productive units had no independent 
property ..rights. All raw materials and means of 
production, which included land, were - distributed and 
allotted by the state and the state-run units ' primary duty 
was to carry the s ta te ' s mandatory production plan. All 
prof i ts , which were required to be submitted to the state, 
as we 11 as expenses of the enterprises were controlled 
centrally by the state.
3 7
 Other land users such as 
government agents and residents were also entitled free use 
of land . 
The Nation^ wnrTHng conference on Urban Planning 1980 
Gratis us笮 of urban land was not compatible with the 
economic reform which emphasizes economic v i ta l i ty . Call 
for efficacious land uti l izat ion came as early as 1980 at 
the National Working Conference on Urban Planning (Quanguo 
Chengshi Guihua Gongzuo Huiyi) held in Beijing from 5 to 15 
October. A response to the Third Plenum's init iat ion of 
economic modernization, the Conference aimed at bringing 
37
 Wang Liming and Liu Zhaonian, "Property Rights of State 
；… 1 " T.^ w and Contemporary Problems Vol .52-，No . 3，(Summer 
1989): p,19. 
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town planning back to the core of urban construction agenda 
so as to maximize land u t i l i t y , minimize wastage, better 
environmental quality and protect his torical sceneries and 
re l ics .
3 8
 Undoubtedly, the conference was an attempt at 
r e c t i f y i n g the chaotic s i tuat ion in urban planning and land 
use during the Cultural Revolution. Two problems were 
puzzling the s ta te . F i rs t , how to efficaciously u t i l i ze 
land without much wastage. Second, how to obtain fund for 
land i>nfi:a-structural development and maintenance. The 
Conference put forward two tentative solutions, namely， 
comprehensive urban land development and levying land use 
fee . 
Comprehensive Urban Development 
C o m p r e h e n s i v e development means an all-embracing plan 
of und development including land use planning, 
requisi t ion of land, compensation for and settlement of 
a f f e c t e d par t ies , i n f r a - s t r u c t u r a l development of land, and 
building of fixtures and properties thereupon. Infra-
structural development is usually .referred to as
 uqi tong 
yi ping", or "seven pathways and one levelling". The 
"seven pathways" are； road, water supply, sewage， 
e lec t r i c i ty , natural gas, heating and c o m m u n i c a t i o n . "One 
39 
levelling" means levelling of large t racts of l and" 
38
 summary of National Working C o n f e r e n c e on Urban Planning 
issued by the State Council on 9 December 1980; see Gazette of 
State Counri 1 of the Peopled Republic of China 1980，p.647. 
39
 Liu Zhigeng，ed.，Shenzhen .TingU Tequ Fazhan Tanmi 
[Exploring the Secret of the D e v e l o p m e n t of Shenzhen SEZ] 
(Shenzhen: Haitian Chubanshe, 1988)^ p.135. 
36 
Establishment of land development, corporations were 
encouraged to take up the task because they could 
expediently get funds from various sources other than the 
s t a t e ' s revenue reserve such as banks and foreign investors 
in their capacity of business en t i t i e s . 
Collect ion of Land Use Fee 
Periodic collection of land-use fee collection was 
also proposed. It was suggested that the amount to be 
levied was to be determined according to a set of standards 
dividing land into lots of di f ferent grades. In theory, 
the fee served at least two functions. In the f i r s t place, 
land use fee levying was put forward to contain the problem 
of land use wastage resulting from free use of state-owned 
land in urban areas by different units , especially s ta te-
owned enterprises. If land use was paid, users would take 
land u t i l i za t ion into consideration as part of the 
productive costs. Secondly, the fees thus collected could 
be reserved for land inf ra-s t ruc tura l development and 
maintenance•、 
Conclusion of the Conference 
The general att i tude of the State Council over the 
suggestion was cautious, probably due to the vested 
interests of state-owned enterprises in free use of s ta te -
owned land. Full-scale implementation nationwide was 
therefore not yet on the agenda. The practice at the time 
40
 IBID. , p. 651. 
37 
Of deriving a five percent portion out of the industr ial 
and commercial prof i t s submitted by enterprises to the 
s ta te was retained as the main financial source of in f ra -
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s t ructura l development and maintenance. 
The issue of land use fee did not come as a major item 
of land-use reform until 1984. With the advent of the 
Third Plenum of the Twelfth Central Committee of the Party, 
the country shifted her focus to urban economic system 
reform and the reform of state enterprises in order to 
promote their v i t a l i ty .
4 2
 Further implementation of the 
tax- for -prof i t s programme in state-owned enterprises 
introduced land use tax, al ternat ive term for land-use fee， 
as a new item.43 In addition, a pilot scheme of land-use 
fee levying was not carried out in 1984. Fushun City was 
chosen as a t r i a l point.
4 4
 Despite i t s tentative nature, 
Fushun's experiment claimed no novelty. It came some three 
years later than Shenzhen which in fact had started levying 




 Guojia Jingji Tizhi Gaige Weiyuan hui, ed•，Zhongguo 
,T l 'ngii Tizhi Gaige Shinian [China's Ten-year Reform of Economic 
S y s t e m ] (Beijing: Jingji Guanli Chubanshe, Gaife Chubanshe, 
1988)， p.129. 
0 Trial Measures on the Second Sfe.P in Implementing Tax-
f o r - P r o f u T in State-owned En t erpr i se^ l984> A d i f f ^ ， 
between land use fee and tax is t h a t " I ^ T ^ is levied by the 
local government while tax by the central government. 
44
 Zhang Yueqing and Zhang Liancheng, op. cit . , pp.46-50. 
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Jurisprudence of Urban Land Property 
Law is essential to the economic modernization in a 
sense that it provides certainty, predictabili ty and 
authoritative just if icat ions and protection for civil and 
economic transactions. China is well aware of the need for 
such a profound and fundamental legal framework. The 
enactment of the r^neral Prinniples of Civil Law (GPCL) in 
1986 is a significant step to serve this purpose. 
The theoretical system of land property is basically 
„ 45 
provided in Section One, Chapter Five of the GPCL. ‘ 
Article 71 of the Law defines property ownership as the 
owner's enjoyment of rights to possession (zhanyou), use 
( s h i y o n g ) , benefit (shouyi) and disposal (chufen) over his 
property. Mainland legal scholars call these rights as the 
constituting quanneng, or "powers and functions" of 
ownership.
46
 A total ownership means a complete enjoyment 
of all these four "powers and functions". State ownership 
over urban land is inviolable,
47
 but state-owned land may 
be, according- to law, allotted to state-owned or collective 
units and competent individuals for use.
48
 Land users are 
49 v, 
granted rights to use and rights to benefit only. These 
45
 Articles 71 to 83， General Principles of Civil Law (GPCL) 
46
 Wang Liming, Guo Mingru and Fang Liufang， Minfa Xinlun 
[New Theories of Civil Law], Vol. II . (Hebei: Zhongguo Zhengfa 
Daxue Chubanshe, 1988)， p.33. 
47
 A r t i c l e 73, GPCL • 
48
 Article 80，ibid. ； Article 7，T,and Management Law 1988. 
49
 Article 80，ibid. 
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r ights are protected by the law. 
Ownership right and enjoyment of land use right are 
against interference of a third party. Protection of both 
r ights is protected by the national Land Management Law 
(LML).
50
 Article 53 enables enforcement of the land use 
right in cases of violat ion. It s t ipulates procedures to 
obtain an injunction and compensation whenever there was 
infringement. Aggrieved par t ies are ent i t led to taking 
action at the land management authori t ies or， 
al ternat ive ly , they may s ta r t l i t iga t ion direct ly in the 
people's court. If they have chosen s e t t l e m e n t through the 
administration but are d i s sa t i s f i ed with the decision, they 
may s t a r t judicial procedures within 30 days af ter the 
dec ision . 
To read plainly from the provisions, land use right 
encompasses the statutory right to possession, right to use 
as well as right to benef i t . However, there are no 
statutory defini t ions for these "powers and functions". 
The theoretical elaborations of them will depend on legal 
scho1arships. 
Jurisorudence of Land Ownership and Land Use Right 
Mainland scholars treat property ownership st ipulated 
50 T h e law was f i r s t promulgated by the Standing Committee 
of the National People's Congress in 1986， shortly af ter the 
enactment of the GPCL. It was amended in 1988 to incorporate the 
rules permitting land use right t ransfer . See below. 
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in the GPCL as a kind of "right to thing" (^uqua/i)
51
 which 
is a concept borrowed from the continental Civil Law 
system,
52
 "Right to things" is essential ly concerned with 
relat ionship between persons and things. A thing, as an 
object of the property relationship in the Civil Law 
t radi t ion , may be categorised into movables and 
immoveables. To put it simple, movables are things 
disjoined from the earth and water while immoveables are 
al l pants of the s u r f a c e of the earth.
5 3
 The object is an 
actual physical thirvg instead of rights over the thing 
while the subject refers to the owner. The right is 
conferred upon individual persons, natural or legal rather 
t h a n class. It also enables domination over the thing 
against violation by the rest of the world.
54
 Violation of 
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 Professor Herbert Bernstein observed that the G£CL 
shared some character is t ics wit.h ^
 t h e




Gesetzbuch, though 111½ former showed inadequacy m some parts^ 
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53 jean Domat, The Civil J-^ w in i t s Natural Order, Vol,!, 
trans William Strohon (Boston: Chorles C. Li t t le and James 
Brown； 1850； reprint , Li t t leton, Coloradon: Fred B. R o t h m a n a n d 
Co. , 1980) , p.150-152 (page references are to reprint edition) 
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 Wang Jiafu, ed., shehui Zhuvi Shangpin Jingji Falu Zhidu 
Yanriu [Studies of Socialist Commodity Economic Legal System] 
(Beijing: Jingji Kexue Chubanshe, 1992)， p.62. 
55 A r t i c l e t ^ nri Management Law 1988. The Aggrieved 
parties whose rights are infringed, are ent i t led to take action 
either at the land management authorit ies and the people s court. 
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Ownership is seen as a "total right to things" 
(wanquan wuquan) because all four "powers and functions" 
are enjoyed by the owner .
56
 Other enjoyment of rights over 
the thing, here land, may be referred to as "restr icted 
right to things" (xianzhi wuquan)\ The individual or unit 
is thus only vested with one or several "powers and 
functions" separated from the ownership.
51
 Thus land use 
right, under Chinese civil jurisprudence, is a "restricted 
right to things". 
There has been one school arguing that land use right 
i s a kind of "right to thing" called usufruct (yongyi 
g酬 ) , 5 8 Usufruct is also a Civil Law concept which refers 
to as "a right to use and enjoy a thing which is not our 
own, preserving it whole and entire, without spoiling or 
diminishing it".
5 9
 Once a usufruct is established, the 
usufructuary, the person granted usufruct, is transferred 
the rights to possession, use and benefit but not a right 
t o disposal .
60
 The usufruct construction is satisfactory 
only if land use right is a static concept, that is, the 
relationship between the owner and the user does not allow 
transfer of land or the rights pertinent to i t . When 
56
 Wang Liming and others , __c i t . , p.33. 
57
 I b i d . 
58
 Wang Jiafu and Huang Mingchuan, Tudifa de Lilun_YM 
Shi iian [Theories and Practices of Land Law] (Beijing: Renmin 
Ribao Chubanshe,. 1991)，p.42. 
59
 Jean Domat , OP. c i t . , p. 409. 
60
 Wang and Huang, OP. ci t . , p. 42 
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t ransfer of land use rights by users Is permitted a f te r 
Shenzhen's experience in 1987 and the amendment of Article 
10 of the Constitution in 1988 which legitimizes free land 
use r ights assignment, usufruct would be an inadequate 
concept to encompass the right to transfer which is a right 
to disposal . Also, as land use right in the jurisprudence 
is treated as a kind of "right to thing" instead of a 
property in i t s e l f , i t s transfer is not to be understood as 
a transfer-of property.
61
 Otherwise, if it is so treated, 
the whole underlining legal theory of land property would 
collapse. The material issue here is how. to accommodate 
the extant theory to the change of land practices and laws. 
Concluding Remarks 
This chapter serves to provide a general h is tor ica l 
background of national land laws, practices and their main 
concerns in both pre-1978 and post-1978 era. Land laws and 
practices in the two periods are distinguished by their 
respective central concerns. For the pre-reform era, 
private ownership and market practices were seen as 
capi ta l i s t and evil . Driven by the ideological and 
pol i t ica l thrust of socialism, steps were taken to 
61
 C.f. Under the Common Law system, as in Hong Kong and 
England, property actually concerns with rights or t i t l e s over 
object but not the object i tse 1 f . Therefore the Common Law does 
not simply dichotomize subjects over a property as owner and non-
owner, but it "weigh" the relative merits of different claims by 
subject interested in the object . See F.H. Lawson，A Common 
Lawyer Looks at the Civil Law (Buffalo, New York: William S. Hein 
and Company, 1988)， p.108；see also Kevin Gray, Elements of Land 
Law (London: Butterworths , 1987) , pp.8-10. 
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establish a public ownership system. As was shown, land 
management comes as an idea in the reform era which has a 
major concern of promoting the efficacy of land use. This 
is closely related to the overall urban development and 
planning. A land property rights system has also been 
established by the GPCL to provide legal basis for land 
ac t iv i t i e s . All these would help one understanding better 
the importance of later developments in Shenzhen and at the 
national level after 1987. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF LAND MANAGEMENT LAWS IN THE REFORM ERA: 
THE CASE OF SHENZHEN SPECIAL ECONOMIC ZONE 
Land Laws and the Development of SEZ, 1982-1987 
‘ 'i _. 
The tentative concepts regarding comprehensive 
development and land use fee levying put forward in the 
National Working Conference on Urban Planning in 1980 were 
f i r s t being operationalized as the Shenzhen_Special 
F.conomic 7nne Interim Provisions on_Land Management 
(Shenzhen Jingji Tequ Tudi Guanli Zanxing Guiding) was 
enacted by the Guangdong Provincial People's Congress in 
December 1981 and came into force in 1982 (hereinafter the 
Interim Provisions 1982). 
In early 1979, Shenzhen was but a peripheral township 
occupying approximately three square kilometres of 
developed land.
1
 As the,central government decided in 1980 
that the area would be turned into a Special Economic Zone, 
a total area of 327.5 square kilometres was earmarked for 
the Zone.
2
 The immediate question was then how to turn the 
i Luo Changren, "Shenzhen Chengshi Jianshe de Jiban Zuofa" 
(The Basic Methods of Shenzhen Urban Construction) in Qianjm 
yhong de Shenzhen [Shenzhen in Progress] , ed. Zhonggong Shenzhen 
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large tract of undeveloped land from worthless into 
valuable, barren into usable. The issue of infra-
structural land development, or "qitong yiping" became a 
focal concern of the land policy. Infra-structural 
development/ which, among others, includes road building, 
levelling, is actually a pre-requisite for any urban 
development. Ambitions of the central government to 
convert Shenzhen into a modern, economically advanced 
special zdne attractive to foreign investors would not be 
realised without profound infra-structural f ac i l i t i e s and 
good land conditions. Land development needs funds. 
However, a practical d i f f icul ty confronting the Shenzhen 
SEZ at the outset was the lack of financial support from 
Beijing. The central government had expressed that there 
would be no strong monetary support but granting privileges 
and some degree of autonomy in different areas were 
possible.
3
 The SEZ could only look for i t s own ways to 
resolve the dif f icul ty in land development financing. To 
this end, Shenzhen became the f i r s t city vis-a-vis the rest 
of the country to put into practice the tentative concepts 
of urban land development, namely, establishment of land 
development corporations and the collection of land use 
fee, as were stipulated in the Tnterim Provisions 1982. 
The Earlv Legal Framework of Land Management 
Shenzhen Special Economic Zone was founded by virtue 
3
 Shenzhenshi Danganguan, ed., Shenzhenshi Shinian Dashiji 
[A Ten-year Almanac of Shenzhen Municipality] (Shenzhen: Haitian 
Chubanshe, 1991), p.18. 
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of the Regulations on Special Economic Zones in Guangdong 
Province 1980 (hereinafter 戲 Regulations 1980).4 Article 
12 established state ownership over land in the SEZ. This 
came even earl ier than the constitutional provision in 
1982. Article 7 provides that "guest investors" (keshang), 
or foreign investors, shall apply to the Guangdong 
Provincial SEZ Management Committee before start ing 
businesses in the SEZ. Approved businesses will be issued 
cer t i f ica tes of registration and land-use. Preferences may 
be granted to land users by virtue of specific regulations 
otherwise stated. S igni f i cance . of t he SF,Z Regulations in 
the realm of land use is to establish state ownership as a 
fundamental legal rule but enjoyment of land use is made 
possible subject to the approval of the state. 
Th^  Tntftrim Provisions 1982, a specific piece of 
legislation on land management, outlined the basic legal 
framework for land use in Shenzhen SEZ. This framework had 
been valid through i ts coming into force in 1982 up to 1987 
when a new law was enacted to repeal the old one. There 
were totally four chapters. Chapter One laid down general 
provisions and principles of land management. Chapter Two 
provided specifically for procedures and conditions of 
application to use land by foreign investors as well as 
related obligations. Chapter Three stipulated terms of 
land use for and amount of land use fee to be derived from 
4
 Permitted by the Standing Committee of the Fifth National 
People's Congress in 1980. 
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different types of land. Chapter Four was for the 
construction of pub lie u t i l i t i e s . 
There were several important stipulations under the 
law. Firs t , it prescribed that land in the SEZ was owned 
by the state . It distinguished right to use land from 
ownership right over land. This may be referred to as the 
"separation principle" (suoyouquan yu shiyongquan fenkai). 
Art ic led provided that any unit or individual permitted to 
use land was vested with a right to use only, but not 
ownership over the land. Second, all forms of land sale, 
disguised land sale, land leasing and assignments were 
prohibited. Third, any u n i t or individual who was to use 
land should apply directly to the municipal government and 
ail contracts and undertakings concluded due to any 
illegitimate land transactions would be void. It was the 
state qua owner of urban land which was the only legitimate 
channel through which land use right might be obtained. 
L a n d was therefore allotted administratively (xingzheng 
• V • 
huabo). F o u r t h , it established a legal rule of fixed-term 
ut i l izat ion and paying land use fee (youqi youchang 
shiyong). The rule held that any use of land in the SEZ 
should be subject to a fixed term. It also required that 
every land user should pay periodically for their land use, 
save that they were eligible to preferences or remissions 
as prescribed by the law. Finally, in respect of land 
development, the law stipulated that the Shenzhen SEZ 
5
 Article 4 , Tnterim Provisions 1982. 
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Development Corporation was responsible for al l land 
development ac t iv i t i e s including project holding and 
managing pertinent income and expenditure. Foreign 
, . 6 
investors were welcomed to take part . 
The Administrative Allotment System 
Land was al lot ted for two purposes. In the f i r s t 
place, when business en t i t i e s , domestic or foreign, and 
other u\iits wanted to use land in the SEZ, land use right 
over a certain piece might be granted. Secondly, 
undeveloped land might also be a l lot ted to real Property 
development corporat ions for i n f r a - s t r u c t u r a l 
7 
construct ion• 
Under the framework of 1982, enjoyment and use over 
the SEZ，s land should be obtained through application to 
t h e municipal government of Shenzhen, which was the only 
legitimate channel.
8
 Since the Provisional Provision did 
not say much on how the system worked, it was understood 
that the prospective user ' s choice of land and other 
conditions were a matter of negotiation. Indeed, intention 
o f both the prospective user and the government was hard to 
meet. Measured against the cr i ter ion of economic 
efficiency, this allotment system seemed not to be the best 
6
 Article 7， ibid. 
1
 See discussion on land development below. 
8




 Successful applicants were issued land use 
cer t i f ica tes (tudi shiyong zhengshu)^ and were required to 
pay use fee for their enjoyment,
11
 subject to conditions of 
p r e f e r e n t ial treatment. 
Besides, land could also be allotted ex gratia. Most 
state-run and collective enterprises in the SEZ were 
exempted from payment.
13
 Social organizations and 
government agents were also relieved. 
Terms and Fees of Land Use 
Chapter Three of the law specifically provided for 
terms of land use and imposition of land use fee. Terms of 
land use depended upon the purposes of use. Duration of 
use ranged from the shortest 20-year term for commercial, 
planting, animal husbandry or poultry purposes to the 
longest 50-year period for education, science and 
technology as well as medical and health purposes. At 
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evi tab 1 e) Te^u 
jingjj [Economics of the SEZ] No.4 (August 1987): pp.19-20. 
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 Article 8’ Interim Provisions 1982. 
11
 Article 8 ， i b i d . 
12
 Chapter 3 ， i b i d . 
13 G u i Qiangfang, "Shenzhen Tequ Tudi Quanmian Shangpinhua 
Jingying de Tantao," (Examining the Commercialization of Land in 
Shenzhen SEZ) TP.qu Jingii No. 4 (August 1987) : PP-21-23. 
14
 A r t i c l e 15, Tnterim Provisions 1982. 
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purposes of imposing land use fee in Shenzhen was 
manifold. Firs t ly , deriving land use fee from any land 
u t i l i za t ion was compatible with the consensus of 
efficacious land use and development reached in
 t h e 
National Urban Planning Working Conference in 1980. Land-
use fee levying was believed to be an effective way to 
contain the problem of land-use wastage as a result of 
grat is use. Secondly, it provided fund to reimburse costs 
for inf4-a-structural development and to reserve for further 
development. Finally, besides purely economic 
considerations, levying of land use fee served a legal 
function. ^ ^ Tn^rim Provisions created the simplest form 
of tenancy. The legal relationship between the state and 
the land users resembled one set up between owner-lessor 
and user-lessee. Paying for enjoyment over land means 
paying rent.
1 5
 There seemed to be a symbolic meaning. The 
establishment of the SEZs had already received opposition 
and resistance of some conservatives, who saw the event as 
resurrection of capitalism.
16
 Promulgated shortly af ter 
the establishment of the SEZs, the Tntprim Provisions, 
which enabled foreigners to use the country's land, could 
also be seen as giving up sovereignty and " land-leasing" to 
the foreign "imperialists" — a scenario resembled that in 
15 z h a o Yuanhao and Chen Zhaobin, eds., Zhongguo Jingji Tequ 
[Economy of China's Special Economic Zones] (Guangzhou: Kexue 
Puj i Chubanshe,, 1984), P-234. 
16 E z r a F vogel, One Step Ahead in China: Guangdong Under 




the late-Qing Dynasty and early KMT era. Legally 
prescribing the relationship between the state qua land 
owner and the land users and their respective legal 
positions and rights was conducive to rebutting similar 
cr i t icisms• 
Although the Tnt.erim Provisions 1982 provided that 
amount of land use fee to be levied was calculated 
according to the location, terms of use and purposes of 
use, i ts determination was quite arbitrary and inflexible. 
Ranges of amount to be levied for different use Pu rpose s 
were laid down. For example, fee imposed for industrial 
land should be within a limit of RMB 10 to 30 yuan per 
square metre a n n u a l l y while that for tourist business 60 to 
100 yuan. The arrangement was further restr icted by the 
statutory requirement to adjust the amount once every three 
years while changes should not exceed a 30 percent ceiling 
increment.
18
 Justification of such arrangement was 
arbitrary and unclear and was cri t icized by some Mainland 
scho1ars. 
Preferences over land-use fee might be granted to 
units or individuals who ran educational, cultural, 
technological, medical and charitable enterprises. 
Investors bringing in particularly advanced technologies 
17
 Sun Ru, Xu Long, eds., Zhong^uo Jingji Tequ de Lilun yu 
Shiiian [Theories and Practices of China's SEZs] (Beijing: Jingji 
Kexue Chubanshe, 1988), p.13. 
18
 Article 16, Tnterim Provisions 1982. 
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items and those running non-profit-making enterprises could 
be total ly remitted.
19
 However, stipulations in the 
interim Provisions on favoured treatment were far less than 
adequate. Detailed conditions under which fee should be 
paid and preferences would be granted were ambiguous. As 
a result , whether preferences would be granted was always 
a matter of negotiations between the investing parties and 
, ^ 20 
the municipal government. 
Re-ad iustment of Land Use Fee in 1985 
Basically, the early fixed-term paid use system, or 
the youqi youchang shiyong system, relied heavily on land-
use fee collection as a way to advance efficacious 
ut i l izat ion of urban land. Nevertheless, rules governing 
land-use fee collection in the Tntprim Provisions 1982 were 
inadequate and rigid and the amount prescribed soon proved 
to be too high and arbitrary. 
To enable Shenzhen more responsive to i ts own needs 
r ega rd i ng」^ry i n & >f l a n d - u s e fee，the handing Ccmmittee 
of the People's Congress of Guangdong delegated power to 
Shenzhen municipal government in 1984 to self-determine and 




 Article 17，ibid, 
20
 "Shenzhen revises land use fee rules," South China 
Morning Post , 10 December 1985. 
21 Resolution of the Standing Committee of_Guangdong 
Provincial People，s Congress on Delegating Power to Shenzhen 
Municipal Peoplft，s Government to Se1f-regu1 at ins and Determining 
Standards nf T and Use Fees in the Shenzhen SEZ, 9 November 1984. 
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decision was followed by Shenzhen Municipal People、 
Government's promulgation of the Measures on Re-adjustinR 
i.and Use Fee and Preferential Remission (hereinafter 
MP.Rsures 1985 ).
22
 Enactment of the Measures fu l f i l l ed the 
statutory requirement in the Interim Provisions 1982 to 
adjust land-use fee every three years. Effective from 1 
January 1985, the Measures were also significant in 
detailing conditions for land use fee collection and 
preferential treatment. By virtue of the Measures, the 
whole SEZ area was divided into three categories for the 
sake of levying land use fee, notably according to their 
respective degree and potential of development and hence 
land value. The f i r s t category included Luohu, Shangbu, 
Shekou and Shatoujao, in which the highest land use fees 
were charged . Nantou and Shahe came after as the second 
category while areas other than category I and II would be 
the third where the lowest land rates were levied.
23 
Contrasting with the standards set in the Interim 
Provisions 1982, a notable and important change was a 
considerable deduction of. the amount to be levied. The 
following table compares the two sets of standards: 
22 promulgated on 25 December 1984 by the Shenzhen Municipal 
People's Government. 
23
 Article 16, interim Provisions 1982. 
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Table 1.- A Comparison of the Standards of Land Use Fees^  in 
Shenzhen SEZ in 1982 and 1985， by Purposes of Use 







 III ' 
Industrial 10.0 _ 30.0 1.6 1.3 1- ° 
CcMmnercial 70.0 > 200.0 21.0 17.0 13.0 
Residential 30.0 - 60.0 9.0 7.0 5.0 















 negotiable 0.3 0.3 ——Oil-
Sources: a. Article 16， Interim Provisions 1982 
b. Section 1， Mftasures 1985 
Notes: +. Land Categories under Measures 1985 
#• Agricultural includes plantation, husbandry, 
poultry and fish-rearing. 
*• Not ifpm^ in … t n t ^ r i m Provisions 1982. 
The primary motive for the reduction was clear. The SEZ 
believed that the manoeuvre could be attractive to foreign 
investors who would bring in foreign exchange and advanced 
technologies. Suffering "short-term" losses in respect of 
land development cost reimbursement was thought to be 
deserving because successful sol ici tat ion of foreign 
capital and technologies would benefit the "long-term" 
, , 24 
modernizat ion programme as a who 1e. 
The move should also be read against the backdrop that 
China was suffering from a trade imbalance and serious 
shortage of f o r e i gn currency during the years 1984 and 
^ SZTO Bao, 4 November 1985. 
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 25
 This gave Shenzhen's economy a blow and many 
construction ac t iv i t i e s were interrupted, deferred or even 
abandoned as a result of lack of funds.
28
 The signif icant 
reduction in standards of land use fees was believed to be 
conducive to creating a competitively advantaged investment 
environment. This seemed to be essential for the SEZ，s 
survival as fourteen more coastal c i t ies were opened to 
27 
foreign investment in 1984; 
Besides, the Measures also provided duties of 
different authori t ies on matters of land-use fee, for 
example, Tax Bureau of the Shenzhen Municipality was 
responsible for fee collection while the Science and 
Technology Development Centre of the Municipality 
ver i f ica t ion of technology brought in by investors in cases 
of application of fee remission.
28
 S e c t i o n I V 
specif ical ly set conditions of preferential remission for 
newly established enterprises, business en t i t i e s of 
overseas Chinese, as well as Hongkong, Macau and Taiwan 
compatriots. State organs, mi l i t i a , people's organizations 
and other non-profit-making enterprises were temporarily 
relieved from any payment for land-use. 
25
 Vogel , OP. c i t , , p. 146. 
26
 Ibid. 
27 I b i d > ; s e e also "Shenzhen revises land use fee rules，" 
South Morning Post, 10 December 1985. 
28
 Section 4 (5)， Measures 1985• 
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Ultimately, the municipal government, representing the 
s ta te as land owner, reserved the discretionary power to 
postpone, reduce or completely remit a payment if i t 
thought i t was pract ical ly desirable or due to some 
29 
conditions special or force majeure. 
An I n e f f e c t i v e Land Use Fee Collection System 
Land-use fee provisions were now re-adjusted by the 
Measures 1985, No doubt, the new enactment was a more 
wel l - ta i led and l e s s r igid piece for Shenzhen's local need. 
However sk i l fu l the draftsmanship, implementation was no 
sa t i s fac t ion . Refusal or delay in land-use fee payment by 
land users was pervasive. This made the municipal Tax 
Bureau, the authority responsible for land-use fee 
30 
collect ion, openly calling for compliance with the law. 
Land users were urged to self-consciously pay for their 
land use. The Bureau urged that even when land-using units 
or individuals had financial d i f f i c u l t i e s , they should, 
according to the law, report to the a u t h o r i t y concerned and 
apply for remission or deferment. Otherwise, any non-
cooperation and non-payment would be seriously dealt with 
by the law.
31
 In connection to th is , the municipal 
government promulgated in November 1985 land use fee 
implementing Measures, which stipulated a 30-day 
regis t ra t ion period for al l competent payers to register 
29
 section 4 (7) , ibid. 
30
 SZTQ Bao, 12 December 1985. 
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Also, too much preferences and exemptions granted 
rendered d i f f i cu l t i e s in collecting land use fee, hence 
impairing the original idea of imposing land use fee as 
means to recoup land development cost, let alone a reserve 
f o r further development and maintenance.
33
 The consequence 
w a s a large discrepancy between the financial input to 
develop land and the actual return. The municipal 
government spent a lot on urban infra-structural 
development while the amount of land use fee collected — 
the only benefit that the government derived from land — 
was far from enough to reimburse the development cost. The 
MP.^ures 1985, though intended to laid down a general rule 
of land use fee levying vis-a-vis the traditional system of 
free allotment and use, seemed to go the reverse way. The 
unintended result was the emergence of a general practice 
of non-payment under the protection of exemption or 
preference. Payment practically became an exception. 
Table 2 shows- the,amount of land use fee col lected and the 
total area of land charged through 1980 to 1987. Here, I 
introduce an Income-to-area ratio to indicate the benefits 




 Shenzhen Municipal Construction Bureau, Shenzhen 
Consultation Centre of China's Urban Planning and Design Research 
ins t i tu te , ^^.hP.n.shi CbP.ngshl Fazhan Ce 1 ue Zhuanti Baogao zhi 
J h : Chengsb^ TnHi Jlngving Celue [Special Report on ^Shenzhen 
Municipal Urban Development No.9: Urban Land US Strategy, 
hereinafter Special Report No.9], (December 1989)， p,162. 
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employed for comparing the economic efficiency of land use. 
Table 2.- Amount of Land Use Fee Collected in Shenzhen SEZ, 
1980 一 1987 ^ 
Amount Area of land Income-to、 
Collected, charged
1
 area Ratio 
RMB
a 
(million yuan) (km2) (yuan per m2) 
1980 - 1985 24.39 — "一 
1986 14.02 5.34 2.63 
1987 14.09 5.55 2*54 
Total yuan 52 > 50 —；_•~— 
Sources: a. Shenzhen Municipal Construction Bureau, 
special Report on Shenzhen Municipal Urban 
n^velopment No.9: Urban Land Use Strategy 
(December 1989), p.159. 
b. Calculation by the author. 
One of the example was the case of Shekou Industrial 
Zone. Situated in the far-western end of Baoan county, and 
developed by the Hongkong-based China Merchants Steam 
Navigation Company, or Zhaoshangju； under Beijing's 
Ministry of Communications ever since late 1978, the Zone 
was incorporated into the SEZ in 1980. Cost of development 
34 
per square metre in the zone was around RMB 100 yuan. 
Nevertheless, rent per square metre was set around RMB 1.6 
yuan by virtue of the Measures 1985. 
34
 Zhao and Chen, OP. cit•, pp.231-232. 
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Infra-s t ructural Development of Land and 
Disguised Land Market 
Underground land market has been operating all over 
the country in the early 1980s, despite the s t a t e ' s 
prohibition. In 1983， the State Council issued an notice 
to all local governments in order to abate the i l l wind of 
the agricultural units and state-run enterprises. 
Shenzhen's disguised market has i t s own t r a i t s and has 
been related to i t s mode of land development. 
Property Transfer of Land Development. Corporations 
As has been mentioned, early concerns of the SEZ over 
land was turning undeveloped land into usable one. This 
could be accomplished in two different ways, ei ther, 
f i r s t l y , the municipal gbvernment invested direct ly and 
assumed responsibil i ty for the construction, or secondly, 
b a r r e n land was allotted to development corporations to 
carry out the task. An example to show the government 
direct involvement was road-building and sewage system 
construction in a 24 square kilometres area of Luohu 
‘ 3 6 
District in 1982； Some 400 million yuan was invested. 
The second method might also involve foreign investors 
35 n^wnvnan gu^y. zhizhi Maimai, Zulin Tudi de TongzhU 
！ 9 8 3 t [state Council Notice on Suppressing Land Sale and Land 
Leasing 1983] 
36
 Zhao and Chen, op- cit •，p. 231 . 
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to form joint ventures.
37
 Though i t had been stipulated 
under the law that the Shenzhen SEZ Development Corporation 
(SEZDC) was the sole agency responsible for lan^i 
development act ivi t ies ,
3 8
 other development corporations 
and realty companies existed. Some of them were formed as 
subsidiaries of the SEZDC, for example, the Shenzhen SEZ 
Real Properties Company (Shenzhen Tequ Fangdichan 
Gongsi)^ while others established for specific 
development purposes, for instance, the Shenzhen Municipal 
Industrial Development Services Company (Shenzhenshi Gongye 
Fazhan Fuwu Gongsi) which particularly dealt with 
industrial area development.
40
 They have proliferated 
rapidly and the number reached a total of f if ty-four at the 
end of 1988.
41
 Normally, these corporations not only carry 
o u t infra-structural construction but also develop house 
42 
properties and other fixtures on the developed land. A 
project may be divided into several phases. At the outset, 
t h e developers borrowed money from bank or obtained funds 
37
 Wang Ju, "Shenzhen Tequ Fangdichan Shichang de Jianli yu 
F a zhan" (The Building and*Development of Real Property Market in 
Shenzhen SEZ) TQ”U of Shenzhen Uni vers Uy (Humanities an4 
Social Sci^nres Issue) No.3 ( 1989): p.17. 
38
 Article 7， Tnterim Provisions 1982, 
39
 See SZTO Bao, 31 March 1985. 
40
 Shenzhenshi Renmin Zhengfu Jiben Jianshe Bangongshi, edv, 
Tpqii Jiben Ti^n^he Jingvan [Experiences of 
structural Construction in Shenzhe； SEZ] (Guangzhou: Kexue Puhi 
Chubanshen Guangzhou Fenshe, 1985)， p.47. 
“外17、〜Tin^ii Teau Ni^ i ian 1989 [Shenzhen SEZ Yearbook 
1 9 8 9 ’ hereinafter SEZ Yearbook] (Guangzhou: Guangdong Renmin 
Chubanshe, 1989) , P-175. 
42
 That is , land which
 uqitong yiping" has been completed. 
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from other sources for '\qitong yiping". At the same time, 
they sell properties planned to be built in advance to 
prospective buyers and obtained their deposits or 
instalments which are used as fund for constructing the 
next phase. Remainder instalments will be paid at specific 
time, which is usually when a particular stage of 
development has been completed. Each instalment will be 
used for f u r t h e r construction, and so on, until the whole 
project is finished. This model of development the SEZ 
always proud of is described as "rolling snow ball" method 
/ . 、43 
(gun xueqiu). 
When the development of real properties were 
completed, developers might sell them or lease them out. 
Conveyancing of these commodity buildings or house 
properties (shangpinfang) ^ was permitted by virtue of the 
•QihP.nzhen SF-7. Provision.c； on Management of Commodity House 
Properties 1983 (hereinafter, the Provisions on Commodity 
Houses 1983). Real properties could be freely transferred 
b y means of purchase and sale， donation， exchange, as well 
as succession.
44
 Owners could also lease out properties
45 
and r a i s e mortgage over them.
46
 As ownership of a house 
property was transferred, the right to use the land on 
which the property was erected should also be transferred, 
43
 zhao and Chen, qp. c i t . , pp.230-231. 
“ Article 6, Provisions on Commodity Houses 1983. 
45
 Chapter 5，ibid, 
46
 Chapter 4, ibid. 
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that is the right to use "run with" the property.
4 7 
Sta t i s t i c s shows that the number of transactions registered 
at the government grew rapidly year by year.
4
 (Table 3) 
Realty companies and land development corporations earned 
a considerable amount of p rof i t s in commodity houses 
t ransfer . (Table 4) 
Table 3.- Number of Registered Transfer of Commodity 
Houses，1982 - 1986 -
Number of Registered Transfer, N 
1982
 3 6 
1983





 8 2 0 1 
1986
 2 8 5
 — 
Total N
 1 7 3 6 
Sources: a. S ta t i s t ics in Shenzhen SEZ Yearbook 1986， 
b l ^ a t i s t i c s in Shenzhen SF,Z Yearbook 1987， 
p. 177. 
Note: * . Calculation by the author. 
47
 Article 2 ， i b i d . 
48
 Chapter 6, ibid.; by virtue of the law, a regis t ra t ion 
system has been set up and it is an statutory obligation to 
register in cases of change of house ownership. 
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Table 4.- Profits made by Realty Corporations through House 
Property Transfer, 1975 - 1989 , 
Profits from Selling House 






Source: """"Shenzhen FP I^ Properties Yearbook 1991， p.59. 
Under the legal framework of the Interim Provisions 
1982 and the Provision^ on Commodity Houses 1983， real 
property market, instead of land market, was permitted. 
However, it was already a practice that after development 
companies had finished ^qitong yiping^ they assigned land 
to other domestic or foreign enterprises in return for a 
land price paid by the assignees.
49
 This practice was 
seemingly a contradiction to the Article 10 of the 
Constitution of 1982 and the Tnterim Provisions 1982 which 
prohibited any form of land sale and land transfer in 
disguise.
50
 Nevertheless, if the law is to be construed 
straightly, it would be read as a prohibition of transfer 
of land ownership. It was unclear to the issue of land use 
right transfer. In other words, it was a ambiguous on 
whether the practice of the land developers was a violation 
of the law. 
“ Wang Tii T op. c i t . , p.17, 
50 A r t i c i e 10， Constitution 1982; Article 5, Interim 
Provisions 1982 > 
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In Shenzhen, the practice was too common. As the SEZ 
developed, land prices soared. That was not only due to 
the inf ra-s t ruc tura l development carried out on barren land 
which converted worthless land into usable and valuable 
one, but also betterment of nearby land and development of 
the immediate environment contributed s ignif icant ly to the 
price increase. However, the municipal government, as 
proxy of the s ta te qua owner, was powerless to secure even 
a reasonable amount of benefit out of land betterment. The 
only channel of land use fee cal lect ion through which the 
government could derive benefi ts was proved to be 
ineffect ive, as shown in Table 2 above. Mr. Yuan Zheng, 
then Deputy Director-General of the Guangdong Province Land-
and Development Department, once remarked that land 
transfer made development corporations yield "incredible 
sums" of prof i t s .
5 1
 A survey in mid-1987 told that 
corporations involve in land transaction dealings could 
earn extra prof i t s ranging from HK$156,000 to HK$500,000 
p e r o f f i c i a l s , recognising the existence of 
underground land market, seemed to be powerless to contain 
the problematic si tuation.
5 3
 Table 5 below shows the 
prof i t s gained by land developers through land 
transact ions : 
51 "Municipal government resumes control over profi table 
land," Hong Kong standard, 17 August 1987. 
52 Ibid>； one mu equals 0.0667 hectare or 667 square metres. 
53 I b i d M r yuan said that the practices were too common 
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Table 5.- Total Profi ts made by Development Corporations in 
Shenzhen through Land Transfer, 1975 - 19M 
Profi ts from Area of Land Income-to-a 
Land Transfer Transferred area Ratio 
(million yuan) (km2) (yuan per m ) 
1975-1985 107.95 1 '
2 1
 89.21 
1986 71.41 0 .
3 7
 193.00 
1987 100.35 1 • 14 88.03 
1988 180.10 1.23 146.42 
1989 176.23 0.23 766.22 
Shenzhen FP-^ 1 Properties Yearbook 1991，P.59. 
a : Calculation by the author. 
On the one hand, land developers profiteered. On the 
other, however, the municipal government input quite a 
considerable amount in infra-s t ructural land development 
and related urban construction without being made good by 
the incomes from land (52.5 million yuan of land use fee 
collected; see Table 2 abbve)： It was also reported that 
the SEZ，s government spent some 13000 million on urban 
infra-s t ructural construction.
54
 Dividing the amount by 
the total area of land al lot ted through 1979 to September 
1987，that is 73.7 square kilometres,55 we get an Input-to-
54 S E Z YearMokl988 5 p. 143. I have been trying to get more 
c o n c r e t r L I r o n the exact amount invested by the SEZ government 
development and related projects but unfortunately was 
vaTn I am only able to get s t a t i s t i c s on the overall 
fundamental urban construction investment, which embraces items 
n t h ^ r than land development such as industrial , (：0讓尸。仏， 
二 二 : 』 。 二 s c i 二 i f i c and educational construction The only 
specific ite^s on infra-structural development available were 
those for the years 1987 and 1988 which amounted to 127 06 
mU i o n " u a n a n / 148.66 million y ^ See aiso 逛 
vLrbook 1988, P> 162 and SEZ Yearbook 1989，p.193. 
55 Shenzhen —」Properties Yearbook 1991， p.26. 
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area rat io of 176.39 yuan per square metre. Contrasting 
this figure with the Income-to-area ratio based on land use 
fee collected in Table 2， it shows a large discrepancy 
between what the municipal government has invested and what 
it obtained through land use fee levying. The figures 
indicate the failure to achieve economic efficiency in land 
development and use. Most of the benefits were channelled 
to the developers and realty companies. See Table 6 below. 
Table 6.- A Comparison between the Income-to-area Ratio and 
Input-to-area Ratio (unit: yuan per m ) 
Income-to-area Ratio Input-to-
area Rat io 





1975-1985 89.21 — — 
1986 193.00 2.61 
1987 88,03 2.54 — 
Average: 123,41 2,58
 1 7 6 > 3 9
 _ 
Sources: a. See Table 5 above. _ 
b. See Table 2 above. 
Rigidity of the Land Allotment System 
Another reason for the emergence of disguised land 
market was the rigidity of the administrative allotment 
s y s t em. The system was rigid in a sense that prospective 
land users were statutori ly required to apply to the 
government for any use of land. Under the arrangement, 
land allotment was a matter of administration instead of 
economics. Users could be granted land which conditions 




 ^ ' a' - .‘'• . ‘ “ . .V . 
Enterprises making p r o f i t s demanded better land but less 
bright enterprises could be granted good piece of land 
which they did not deserve. Others might be allotted too 
56 U 
large a tract that most part was lef t unutilized. When 
there were demands, some land-users, most probably 
enterprises plunging into financial d i f f icu l t i es but 
operating on marketable land, began to sell or lease land 
to aspired businesses. 
Nor was the disguised market restricted only to the 
urban area. Agricultural land in suburban area in the 
SEZ was also saleable! A local survey conducted at the end 
of 1986 showed that there were 367 cases of illegal land 
occupation which included land sale and land leasing cases. 
Total area involved amounted to 13181 /nu
57
, or 8.79 square 
kilometres. A total of 886 肺，or 0.59 square kilometres, 
was t r a n s f e r r e d through il legal land sale while 511 卹，or 
. 58 
0.34 square kilometres, by il legal leasing. 
Adjusting to the New Socio-economic Situation: 
Development of Land Management Laws in 
Shenzhen SEZ since 1987 
The legal framework established since 1982 was both 
56
 It was reported that some enterprises held surplus land 
for 5 to 6 years without any development. Land hoarding amounted 
to a total area of 2 square kilometres 。ut of a total 38 square 
l i M e t r e s of developed land in Luohu and Shangbu d i s t r i c t s . See 
SZTO Bao, 16 May 1987. 
57
 One /nu equals 0.0667 hectare or 667 square metres. 
58 SZTO Bao, 22 September 1987. 
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ineffective and inadequate. It was ineffective in a sense 
that the land use fee collection system failed to 
compensate the amount being invested by the government in 
urban infra-structural development. Consequent upon the 
preferential policy and non-cooperation of the land users 
to pay, only a small proportion of the total area of 
allotted land was charged. The framework also failed to 
prescribe sufficiently for land development act ivi t ies . 
Underground market emerged as a result of the practice of 
land development corporations to assign land to third 
parties after "qitong yiping" had been accomplished. These 
transactions benefited considerably the developer-assignors 
and most of the profits due to land value increase 
channelled to the developers instead of the municipal 
government, which represents the state as land owner. Land 
transactions were too widespread and too common to stop. 
Shenzhen should look for new ways to contain the Problem. 
The old land management law should be adjusted to the new 
si tuation . 
Shenzhen T r a n s p l a n t i n g Hong Kong System:, 
p^form Programme nf the Land Management System ot 
""” Shenzhen SEZ 1987 
Shenzhen started looking to new ways on i ts own land 
system r e f o rm since the second half of 1985. It finally 
decided to follow Hong Kong landholding system. Study 
t o u r s to Hong Kong were organized. Conferences were held 
to "discuss", or more accurately to propagate, the issues 
through out 1986 and 1987. A Reform Programme on the Land 
69 
Management System nf Shenzhen SEZ (Shenzhen Jingji Tequ 
Tudi Guanli Tizhi Gaige Fangan, hereinafter the Reform 
. 59 
Programme) was eventual ly enacted in mid-1987. 
Motivations to Introduce a New System 
It should be noted that implementation of the new land 
management system was not a pure local in i t ia t ive . 
Shenzhen's Reform Programme was enacted with the 
acquiesence of the central government which signified a 
.60 
shif t in Beijing's orientation towards land management. 
The central government's decision was made as Shenzhen, and 
other four c i t ies , would be chosen to run pilot programmes 
of monetarily-compensated land use rights transfer, which 
might be progressively implemented nation-wide after 
evaluation.
61
 Indeed, call for reform of land management 
system was raised as early as 1985. Call from the academic 
field dated back even earlier to 1981.
62
 Representatives 
attending a national symposium on real estates management 
in Wuhan in 1985 cri t icised the free use system on the 
5 9
 SF7 Y e a r b o o k 1 9 8 8 , p p . 1 4 3 - 1 4 4 , 
50 M a Kewei, ed. , 7.hnngguo Gai^e Quanshu: Tudi Zhidu Gaige 
J u a n [china's Reform Encyclopedia: Volume on Land System] 
XSITian: Dalian Chubanshe, 1992), p.586. 
61
 The decision was made by the State Counci 1 ^ after a Report 
o n t h e T r " n 1 T^i.mpnt^tiQnof Mnneta rv-compensa ted Repassignment 
^ ^ ； 1 Right, h Shenzhen, Shanghai, Tiamm and 
^ S ^ f l ^ M n U ^ d by the State Land Administ rat xon on 2 
November 1987. See ibid.，p.587、 
62 T a n e Huimin， "Zhiding he Banbu Tudifa shi Dongqian Qidai 
J i e i u e de Wenti," (Enacting and Promulgating Land Law is a Urgent 
ProML Leded to be Tackled with) Gnizhou Shehui Kexue [Guizhou 
Social Sciences] No .5 (1981): pp.1-8. 
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ground that it brought about nothing but serious wastage 
and economically unreasonable land use pattern. They also 
agreed that land market had already existed in the state 
and therefore market elements should be introduced to avoid 
distortion of normal land use.
63
 There had been 
suggestions to follow Hong Kong landholding system as a way 
54 
to improve efficiency of land use. 
Local
1
 discussions of implementing a new monetarily-
compensated (youchang) land use system were keen in 1987. 
Officials in the municipal government promoted the ideas in 
the newspaper.
65
 Consensus reached in conferences on land 
management held in the year were an unequivocal support for 
the ideas of opening up land market and permitting free re-
assignments of land use rights.
6 6
 Shortcomings of the 
extant framework were identified and those commonly 
recognised included the r igidi ty of the administrative 
allotment system, discrepancy between input for land 
development and incomes derived from land, distortion of a 
decent and- reasonable real property market by the present 
system and, inter al ia, the lack of a centralized land 
63 Shi He Jjnpii Daobao [World Economic Herald] (Shanghai), 
21 October 1985. 
64，’Experts urge new land rent system," China Daily，11 
November 1985. 
65
 See, for instance, Gui Qiangfang, "Dui Tequ Tudi Guanli 
Gaige de Jidian Kanfa," (Several Points on the Reform of the 
SEZ's Land Management) SZTQ Bao, 15, 29 June; 13 July 1987. 
66
 Ma Guang, Qp. c i t . , pp, 19-20. 
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management authority. 
The Hong Kong Landholding System 
Hong Kong landholding system modelled on that of 
United Kingdom in which land in the terr i tory was granted 
leasehold for a fixed term, usually 75 years with a right 
t o renewal .
68
 "Owners" of land in Hong Kong were actually 
lessees of a long leasehold while the government the 
lessor. Land sale was mostly accomplished by public 
auction following the capi tal is t rules of the game. Tender 
could be an alternative sometimes while occasionally a 
"private treatyVcould be concluded between the prospective 
lessee and the government qua lessor in cases of non-
profit-making or special purpose land use, for example 
education and public u t i l i t i e s . In the la t te r , 
competitive land price would be agreed between the two 
part ies. Land rent in Hong Kong landholding system was 
insignificant and only paid nominally. It was a way 
manifesting the legal lessor-lessee relationship. 
P r e d o m i n a n t money consideration in land sale was an amount 
69 




 M a l c o l m Merry, H n n g Kong Tenancy Law: An Introduction to 
T.請 二 乙二…^/，arui Tenant, 2d ed. (Hong Kong, Singapore: 
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Content of the Shenzhen's Reform Programme 
Essence of the Reform Programme are summarised as 
70 
follows : 
The Underlining Theoretical Principles. The principle of 
state-ownership over land and the p r i n c i p l e of separating 
land use right from the right to ownership shall be 
persevered. This was laid down by the old framework. Once 
again, it shows the inviolabili ty of the principle of 
state-ownership and that reform should not be accomplished 
at the expense of any of the cardinal principles. Despite 
t h e restr ic t ion, commercialization of land use right has 
been accepted. This means a theoretical green light to 
free transfer of land use right. 
Transferability of Land Use Rights and Land Market. Land 
ownership shall not be transferred or assigned by any 
means. Land use right may be assigned by the government to 
land user (churang) for a fixed period of time by means of 
7 \ 。 
public auction, tender and mutual agreement. Land use 
contract between the land user and the municipal government 
should be concluded which must stipulate all rights and 
obligations of both parties. Assignment is monetary-
compensatory, that is, a land price should be paid to the 
government in case of churang and to the assignor in case 
70
 SF.7 Yearbook 1988, p.144. 
71 T o obtain land use right from the government by means of 
agreement means that the prospective land user iates with 
the government and both agree on a fixed price for the right. 
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of re-assignment (zhuanrang). The price is mainly 
determined by the market, especially when the land use 
right is assigned through public auction. However, i t 
should at least compensate the development cost ( tudi kaifa 
fei) and urban construction cost (shizheng jianshe peitao 
fei) .
7 2
 It is the municipal government that is competent 
to assign land use right to land developers or users. This 
means the primary market of land use rights \ y i j i shich&ng) 
is to be dominated by the state. The government may resume 
land, together with the house properties, without 
compensation upon time expiry. However, renewal of land 
use is possible. 
After a considerable investment and development as 
laid down in land use contracts, units vested with land use 
rights might re-assign the rights to a third party. This 
rule is clearly one intended to suppress land speculation. 
Users could even raise a mortgage on the rights to the 
bank. This was regarded as a secondary market ( e r j i 
shichang). If r e - a s s i g n m e n t , legal relation between the 
assignor and the government under the land use contract 
will vanish and transfer to the assignee. Legal rights and 
obligations between the new user and the state will be 
those stipulated under the original land use contract. 
Term of use is then the remainder of the original grant. 
_ I 
n x i a o Tie and others, eds•， Jingji Tequ Tudifa Gaishuo [An 
Introduction to SEZ's Land Law] (Shenzhen: Haitian Chubanshe, 
1993), pp.89-91. 
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p r o p o s a l s propounded by the Reform Programme have been 
largely borrowed from the Hong Kong, or Common Law, 
leasehold system. It is believed that the in i t i a t ives 
73 
would overcome the problems I have discussed before. • 
The Land Management Reform Programme in Practice 
On 9 September 1987, use right of a piece of 5.3-
square-kilometre land was assigned to Chinese Aviation 
Import and Export Corporation for 50 years af ter 
negotiation at an agreed price,of RMB 1.06 mi 11 ion yuan.
74 
Tenders were sol ici ted for developing . a piece of 
residential land with total area of 46.37 square kilometres 
at the same time.
75
 Nine corporations submitted plans and 
f ina l ly Shenzhen Shenhua Engineering and Development 
Company was al lot ted right to use at a price of RMB 17.06 
million yuan for the t ract ,
7 6
 A public land auction which 
raised global concern
77
 was held in Shenzhen on 1 December 
！987, which was the f i r s t of i t s kind in China ever since 
the founding of the communist Republic.
78
 A 8.6 square-
kilometre s i te for residential purpose was bought by the 
73 p . ^ i n Ri^aa" [Peopled Daily, hereinafter RMRB]，4 July 
1987. 
n
 SF.7 Yearbook 1988, p. 145 v 
15
 SZTO Bao, 28 September 1987. 
76
 Xiao Tie and others, op» cit•， p.42. 
11 ctephen Morgan, "Ideology on the block: land sales have 
biepnen \ f o a r t v ’, Far Eastern Economic 
far-reaching implications for party,
 r a i 
Review, 14 July 1988， pp.22-26. 
"Shenzhen firm wins Ch i n a、fi r s t public auction of 
lnn-1 ,"〜”th rhina Morning Post, 2 December 1987, 
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Shenzhen SEZ Real Estate Company at a price of RMB 5.25 
million yuan after 10 minutes of vigorous bidding in 
79 
Shenzhen City Hal 1. 
Land prices obtained from sale of land use right by 
the government to purchasers have been used to compensate 
land development cost and reserved for further 
construction.
80
 The result of the debut was seen as 
sat isfactory one, at least in the eyes of Chinese 
off icials
8 1
 since the total amount obtained through all 
three types of assignment in the second half of 1987， RMB 
23.36 million yuan, equalled more than half of the total 
land-use fee levied, RMB 52.5 million yuan, from 1980 t i l l 
the end of 1987. The rosy development regarding land use 
rights assignment by the municipal government is shown in 
t h e following table. Such practice has no doubt increased 
local revenue considerably. The amount gained contrasts 
sharply with the total land use fee collected through the 
y e a r s 1980 to 1987. (See Table 7) A comparison between the 
Income-to-area ratios based on land use fee collected and 
land prices earned, and the average I n p u t - t o - a r e a ratio 
r e v e a l s that the t r ia l framework in 1987 was more efficient 
than the old stipulations under the Tnterim Provisions 1982 
79
 Ibid: 
80 A r t i c l e 7 , qh^ nThRn SEZ Land Management Regulation 1988. 
I Ms Li Chuanfang, deputy mayor of Shenzhen responsible for 
matters of real properties, said that the amount of land price 
settled in the auction was far more than what the municipal 
government expected. She attributed to the rosy development of 
the SEZ's economy. See RMRB，3 December 1987. 
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in terms of the capability of government to reimburse the 
development cost. (See Table 8) 
Table 7.- The Shenzhen Municipal Government Income through 
Land Use Right Assignment, 1987 - 1989 
Actual Income Area of Land 
(million)
4
 Assigned ujider the 
new system 
RMB USD 2 
(yuan) (dol lar) (km ) 一 
1987" 31 .35 - -
 1 6 
1988 138.33 7.20 2.25 
(26.87” 
1989 128.84 0/17 2.00 
(0.64)
f 
Total : 298.52 7.36 
(27.51) 
Sources: a. ^b^nzhen SF,Z Yearbook 1990，P-199 
— b. Shenzhen Real Properties Yearbook 1991，p.". 
Notes: *. Exchange rate USD:RMB in 1988 was 100:373.14 
+ . Exchange rate USD:RMB in 1989 was 100:377.53 
Figures in blanket under item USD are the amount 
in RMB. 
Table 8.- A Comparison of the average I n p u t - t o - a r e a Ratio 
and I n c o m e - t o - a r e a Ratios based on Land Use Fee 
and Land Prices 
Average Input-to- Income-to-area Ratio 
area Rat io, . 
Land Use Fee as Land Prices as 
1979-1987 income income 一 
176.39 2.58 195.94* 
calculation b a s e d o n t r i a l p r a c t i c e s ~ ^ f 
monetarily-compensated assignments in 1987. 
See Table 7. 
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The SEZ Land Management Regulation 1^88 and Beyond 
Followed by a series of tentative land use rights 
transfer practice was the enactment of a new Shenzhen SEZ，s 
T.^ nd Manag^ mpnt, Regulations (Shenzhen Jingji Tequ Tudi 
Guanli Tiaoli) in December 1987 which repealed the Interim 
p.nvisvons 1982 and came into force in 1988 (hereinafter, 
the ^.anlations 1988). A fixed-term-and-paid land use 
system {youchang shiyong) and monetary-compensated land use 
right transfer system (youchang zhuanrang) in the SEZ were 
s ta tutor i ly established by the Regulations.
82
 The law, in 
f a c t a legal re-statement of the Reform Programme, made two 
noted contributions relating to my discussions above, 
namely the establishment of land development fund (tudi 
f a z h a n j i j i n ) constituted by land prices, land use fees and 
land use right transfer fees (tudi shiyongquan zhuanrang 
j in) .^ Also, channels through which land use rights 
could be obtained were broadened by the introduction of 
public auction, tender and mutual agreement
84
 and the 
permission of free repassignment J
5
 The administrative 
allotment system and gratis use of land have since then 
been basically abolished. All units and land users, 
including government agencies, social organizations who 
n A r t i r T r o, g —rwh〜 T.And Map^ ^^ -tnent Regulations 1988. 
83
 Article 7，ibid. 
84
 Article 9, ibid. 
85
 Article 19, ibid, 
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were granted land use right ex gratia have been required to 
pay a premium or price to the government，subject to 
remission or payment by instalments.
87
 This is a move to 
rect ify land t i t l e s . In 1991, the Regulations 1988 was 
replaced by the Guangdong Province SEZs' Land Management 
Regulations (Guangdongsheng Jingji Tequ Tudi Guanli 
Tiaoli)U which now governs generally all the SEZs in the 
province. There are all together eight chapters. Article 
3 stipulates that enterprises, companies, organizations and 
individuals, either domestic or foreign, are eligible for 
obtaining land use rights. Article 4 establishes the 
monetarily-compensated land use and transfer system. There 
are detailed provisions on assignments, reassignments, 
leasing out, mortgages of land use rights. A chapter on 
legal l i ab i l i t i e s is also provided. 
Development in other c i t ies and at the national level 
is equally worth noting. After Shenzhen's experiment and 
U s promulgation of the new T nrirl Man^pment Ref la t ions in 
1988, shanghai became a second city in China to run the 
86 S e c t i o n 2 (25) , nii^nvu Tudi . Fangdichan Shichang Guanli 
R l i n f f a n zhengcLnAMi [Several Policy Opinions on the Management 
I f S 二 二 ^ — M a r k e t ] Promulgated by the Shenzhen 
Municipal People's Government, 28 July 1989. 
87
 Articles 3, 4 and s.Shenzhen Tingii Tequ Xieyi Churang 
Tudi ^w.n.onan D h^ozhun ii Jianmian T^di Shiyong Jiakuan 
^ d ^ I ^ ^ i J i l l i [Shenzhen SEZ s^ Interim Provisions on 
of Assignment of Land f j 
Mutual Agreement and Remission of Land Use ^
 F e e s J 
promulgated by the Shenzhen Municipal Government m 1988. 
88 promulgated by the Provincial People's Congress on 10 May 
1991. 
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youchang zhuanrang system in 1988.89 Fuzhou, Xiamen then 
followed.
90
 In April 1988， the National People，s Congress 
amended Article 10 of the Hnnstitution which now reads "any 
organization or individual shall not seize, sell or 
transfer land by other illegal means. Land use rights of 
land may be transferred according to law." The MM 
Management Law, originally enacted in 1986， was also 
amended in the same year to accommodate the change. 
Article 2' of the Law resembles Article 10 of the 
Constitution. A State CounciPs provisional regulation was 
enacted in 1990， detailing procedures, providing 
particulars to regulate land use right transfer and leasing 
out all over the country.
91 
89 "shanghai moves on land use issue," Hon^  Kong Standard, 
3 December 1987. 
90 "Xiamen set to pass new land rules," South China Morning 
Post, 27 June 1988. 
91 R^gulatinns on Assignment and Repassignment 
n f U s e RT^ht nf s ta te-nwned land in Cities and Towns, promulgated 
by the State Council on 19 May 1990. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
CONCLUSION AND ITS IMPLICATIONS 
Reversal of Social ism: 
Implications of the Shenzhen's Experience 
Putting into a broader his tor ical context, Shenzhen's 
practices of land use rights assignments and their 
aftermath signify a return to the capi ta l i s t style of land 
management. This reversal is not accomplished by a 
complete adoption of the private land property system as 
practised in other capi ta l i s t countries. Instead the 
reform was an introduction of market elements into the 
original framework upholding the notion of inviolabi l i ty of 
s tate ownership over urban land. 
Public ownership system over properties and means of 
production is a qualifying character is t ics of social is t 
country. It is also this, character is t ic that fundamentally 
distinguishes a social is t economy from a capi ta l i s t 
economy. To the Marxist, class exploitation would only be 
extinguished when private ownership was subst i tu ted by 
public ownership . 
PRC，s pre-reform era can be seen as a long process 
to the of urban land. By hooks 
81 
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and crooks, the state was committed to confiscation of 
urban properties originally owned by the KMT government, 
i ts bureaucrats, the so-called " c o u n t e r - r e v o l u t i o n a r i e s " 
and war criminals, and transformation of estates owned by 
industr ia l is ts , businessmen, urban dwellers. The core 
concern for urban land during this period was none other 
than transforming the private ownership system and the 
capitalist mode of land practices to public ownership 
system, which may mean state-owned or collectively owned. 
There was no particular attention paid to issues like 
efficacious use of land or 1 and management. The neglect to 
efficient ut i l izat ion of urban land was undoubtedly related 
to China's being influenced by the Soviet model of 
production and planned economy. Land was then granted ex 
gratia to all production units and other users. This 
system of land use without imposing any charge upon the 
users is referred to as wuchang shiyong, or non-monetarily-
compensated use . 
After the Third Plenum in 1978,; China began to think 
of the issue of urban development and efficacious use of 
urban land. The period 1980 to 1988 witnessed Shenzhen's 
pilot establishment of the country's f i r s t land management 
s y s t em by virtue of the Tnterim Provisions 1982 and i ts 
transformation into another modified model as stipulated by 
the p^fnrm Propr^ mme on I-^H Management in 1987 and the 
p.anlotions - T.nH Management in 1988 followed on. 
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The legal change is seen as a move of China to reform 
laws and adjust them to the new development need for a more 
economically eff icient land use system. Socio-economic 
changes in the society, which is exemplified by the 
emergence of an underground land market, are significant 
driving force of the reform. At one time, the spontaneous 
practices was prohibited, as was shown by the State 
Council
5
s issuing of a notice to local governments to 
suppress land sale and leasing act iv i t ies in 1983. 
Nevertheless, land sale practices are so ⑶酬卯 and 
pervasive. The case of Shenzhen shows that they create a 
huge pressure as to adversely affect the financial stake of 
the government. Reforming the old law was in need. 
Wang Yukun, a Mainland scholar working in the State 
Council, has argued that, "land black market" is a basic 
reason for establishing the monetary-compensated land use 
s y s t em
2
 and I have already substantiated this in the 
previous discussions . 
0 n the path of national modernization, the drive to 
modify the extant system is the s t a t e ' s determination to 
promote economic efficiency. Efficiency, therefore, 
becomes an important, if not sole, standard against which 
1 s t a t e ccmnnil，s Notice on Suppressing Land Sale_and 
Leasing promulgated in 1983. 
2
 wan2 Yukun, "China: Urban Development towards the Year 
o 0 0 0 “ occasional Paper No.19, Hong Kong Insti tute of Asia-
Pacific Studies (Hong Kong: The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 
ry 1993 ) , pp. 58-59 . 
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values of the existing practices and ins t i tu t ions are 
measured. However, on the other hand, the soc ia l i s t 
cardinal principles are also the ultimate rules. Any 
reform should meet the requirements of both ideology and 
eff ic iency. Though there is always a tension, a 
compromise must be sought. The premise of the 
implementation of the monetarily-compensated system is a 
firm upholding of the public ownership system. A balance 
point is struck. It is the land use r igh t s， i n s t ead of 
land ownership, that are transferable； In other words, 
c o m m e r c i a l i z a t i o n of l and s h o u l d be more P r e c i s e l y 
understood as commercialization of land use r ights . Law is 
important here to provide clear defini t ions for r ights , 
obligations, and relationships pertinent to land practices. 
It defines the legal content of ownership and use r ights , 
authori ta t ively distinguishes different t i t l e s , and 
f a c i l i t a t e s related transactions. 
A legal framework of land property with Chinese 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s thus emerges. This system is featured by 
i t s combining capi ta l i s t market-oriented land use style 
into the s o c i a l i s t notion of public ownership. Land 
ac t iv i t i e s in China af ter 1988 has s ignif icant ly turned to 
a much more market-oriented s ty le . The idea of land 
management which relied heavily on t h e government's direct 
administering of land allotment is now gradually 
substituted by laws of real properties based on the 
operation of land market. A piece of comprehensive land 
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law is expected to be promulgated at the second half of 
1994. it is believed that the law forth-coming will be 
more suitable for the development of a socialist market 
economy, as claimed by Liu Wenjia, Deputy Head of the 
„ 3 
National Land Management Bureau. 
Withering Idea of Land Management and 
Proliferation of Networks of Legal Relationships 
upon Urban Land 
substituting the Idea, of Land Management by 
Market Pract ices 
T h e original idea of land management relied heavily on 
t h e s ta te ' s or government's role to bring about efficacious 
ut i l izat ion of land resources. It was the government that 
assumed the responsibility to allot land. It was also the 
government through which prospective land users could 
obtain land use rights. The administrative allotment 
system and the land use fee system were the core of land 
management. The relationship between the government qua 
land owner and the land users resembled that between lessor 
and lessee. Terms were fixed and any enjoyment of land by 
a subject should be paid. In this sense, land use fee 
corresponded to land rent. It was the only channel through 
which the state could derive benefits from land. However, 
as Shenzhen's experience has shown, the old framework of 
land management was, inter alia, not economically efficient 
enough. The government was unable to make good the costs 
3 Kong F n^nnmi c Journal, (in Chinese) , 8 June 1994. 
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i t invested in land development. Most benefits were passed 
to the land development corporations because of their 
practising land transfer in disguise. Such spontaneous 
change in the society rendered the original framework of 
land management ineffective. There was also a problem of 
the r ig idi ty of the administrative allotment system. Both 
factors contribute to the reform of land laws in 1987 and 
1988 . 
The new framework is more eff icient in terms of 
reimbursement of land development costs and the 
government's abi l i ty to derive reasonable benefits from 
land use. Under the new framework of monetarily-
compensated transfer, the government's role in land 
ac t iv i t ies changed. It has a lesser part to play in land 
distribution which is now substituted by various means such 
as auction, tender, agreement, purchasing through market, 
etc. Legal relationships relating to land are no longer 
restr icted to a simple owner-user dichotomy. Rather, 
networks of legal relationships emerge. Apart from owner-
user, there are also relationships such as buyer-seller, 
mortgagor-mortgagee, and among others, reritor-rent ee. A 
likely result will be an expansion and proliferation of a 
s p h e r e of sector which is less directly administered by the 
government . 
The growth in such a "private" sector and land market 
m a y be a potential, huge driving force pushing land laws 
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and other areas to develop. For example, when real 
properties speculation become keen, the state may consider 
introducing land property appreciation tax. Another 
possible pattern of development may be spontaneous 
emergence of some practices originating in the day-to-day 
transactions within the sector. These practices may beget 
new rules which are generally fo1 lowed by the members of 
the community. According to H.L.A. Hart, a rule is 
H
 constituted by two aspects: f i r s t , the internal attitude 
that the individuals of a community accepts the rule as 
binding; second, the external manifestation of convergence 
of behaviour of the group/ Rules originating in social 
practice are accepted as binding. There are also rules 
which are treated as binding and valid because they are 
being enacted in conformity with some secondary rules which 
set c r i te r ia and stipulate that rules so enacted shall be 
binding. Dworkin succinctly summarizes that in Hart's 
t h e o r y , there are two sources granting authority to a rule: 
either it is accepted as binding by a community, or it is 
enacted as valid rule by conforming to some secondary 
cr i ter ia .
5
 When rules originating in a society are 
recognised and endorsed by the legal system, we have a 
process of legal institutionalization (fazhi hua). 
4 H , L . A . Hart, Concept of Law (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1961), pp.50-54. 
5 Ronald Dworkin, Rights Seriously (Cambridge, 
Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1977)，p.20. 
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Implications : 
An Alternative Way to Study Chinese Le^al Development 
The development of the market sphere and the possible 
ins t i tu t ional iza t ion of practices originating in the 
society suggest an alternative way to view Chinese legal 
development in the context of reform. Currently reported 
studies have relied heavily on formal legal rules, 
enactments, and policies documents. Researches can study 
the trend of what have been enacted but not the 
relationship between the emergence of the rules and the 
society. 
The alternative way to study of Chinese legal 
development would be a bottom-up approach to study the 
process of l e g a l ins t i tu t ional iza t ion . Focus is set on 
studying the possible effect of some social practices on 
the positive legal rules, the l og i c by which the practice 
m a y drive the law to change, or the logic of how such 
practices may be incorporated into the existing legal 
system. Studying the process of. inst-itutionalizatio.n is 
工 j ‘， " : 
p a r t i c u l a r l y signif icant in post-1978 China when many areas 
o f uw are developing rapidly. Such approach is also 
c o n d u c i v e to discovering the relationship between social 
change and legal change, and understanding the nature of 
law in Chinese society. 
One of the recent studies which is concerned with 
i n s t i t u t i o n a l i z a t i o n is Shi Xianmin's research on the day-
t o -day practices of individual economic ent i t ies (getihu) 
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in the western urban dis t r ic t in Beijing.
6
 In the study, 
Shi spent more than a year to participate as a f i r s t person 
in the day-to-day transactions and interactions of the 
individual economic enti t ies and skilfully observe and 
conclude the relationship between these practices and how 
they may affect the s ta te ' s policies and laws in this 
respect . 
The Influence of Hong Kong 
The influence of Hong Kong on the development of the 
Shenzhen SEZ and the whole country's path toward a 
socialism with Chinese characteristics shall not be 
overlooked. In the course of China's quest for solutions 
to resolve domestic problems, Hong Kong may become a model. 
The "rolling snow bail" style of land development is a 
method borrowed from Hong Kong. Assignments of land use 
rights through public auction, tender and agreement are 
also modelled on Hong Kong practices. Hong Kong stands out 
not only for i ts geographical proximity, but also i ts 
perceived sophisticated legal systems, efficient management 
system, economic achievement and international status.
7 
Perhaps, a shared cultural background would be a further 
6
 Shi Xianmin," T i z h l , ^ 丁叩。• i i 叫 ？ ’ 二 
Y a n i i u [The Break th rough of Institution: A Study of the 
i S n d e n t Economic Entities in Be i j ing Wes t ern Munic xpal Area] 
(Beijing： Zhongguo Shehui Kexue Chubanshe, 1993). 
7 t i Zeoei "Yanjiu he Jiejian Xianggang Falu wei Duiwai 
= = 二 二 2 ( 1 9 9 0 ) : p p . 5 2 - 5 5 . 
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Studying practices and laws in o t h e r jurisdictions and 
transplant suitable parts therefrom is an expedient way to 
look for new legal solutions. Practices of legal 
transplant does not find i t se l f to be unique in post-1978 
China. The history of the development of Western legal 




of Shenzhen's Experience 
To e s t a b l i s h a mone ta r i ly -compensa ted l a n d u s e r i g h t s 
assignment system is a response to the changing socio-
economic si tuat ion. It has an i 讓 ediate impact on the 
extant property rights system. The tradit ional 
jurisprudence of land ownership did not treat land use 
right as a dynamic concept, that is , land use right was a 
usufruct which did not include the right to disposal. Land 
users are not allowed to t r a n s f e r freely the vested land 
u s e rights to third part ies .
9
 S h e n z h e n ' s experience of 
m o n e t a r i l y - c o m p e n s a t e d assignments and i t s aftermath 
nationwide allow the land user to exercise, to a certain 
extent, the right to disposal which is re i f ied by the 
8 A l a n Watson, n^man Law ^nd comparative Law (Anthens， 
G e o r g i a Uni^ sY^  of Georgia Press, 1991)，P.97. Prof Watson 
= 二 g that selective borrowing has been a main mode of legal 
change . 
9
 See Chapter Two on th is . 
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practice of re-assignment of land use rights. This means 
a need t o mod i fy t h e t r a d i t i o n a l j u r i s p r u d e n t i a l concep t of 
land use right so that the theoretical system is compatible 
with the new socio-economic si tuat ion. Otherwise, there 
will be a discrepancy between the legal theory and 
practices. The problematic issue here is that under the 
concept of "right to things"， land use right is not treated 
as a property in i t s e l f . However, allowing leasing out and 
raising mortgages over land use right seem to treat the 
right as an object of property in i t s e l f . Since it will 
mean another academic t rea t i se to deal with the theoretical 
d i f f i cu l ty , I am only able to point out here, at a very 
pre-mature conceptual level, one possible way to understand 
the concept of land use right in the new si tuation. 
Tnw^rd a New Conceptual Content of T.and Use Right 
Argument of another Mainland legal theoris t , Wang 
Liming， may provide clues and theoretical innovation. His 
scholarship may be helpful for resolving the conceptual 
d i f f i cu l ty . Wang has begun with studying property rights 
o f state enterprises. He has argued that the state 
originally has right to ownership over state enterprises. 
T h e s tate ownership encompasses "powers and functions" as 
stipulated by Article 71 of the GPCL. For the sake of the 
development of ccnnmodity economy and economic v i t a l i t y of 
s t a t e enterprises, these four "powers and functions" may be 
properly s e p a r a t e d from the s t a t e ' s ownership right . This 
spl i t does not mean an extinction of the ownership because 
91 
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there is an ultimate, abstract right to control (zhipei 
„ 10 
quan) retained throughout by the state qua owner. 
In the case of land management and land use right 
transfer, the s ta te ' s right to control has already been 
reif ied. For instance, land use enjoyment shall be subject 
to a fixed term and the obligation to pay land use fee. 
Though there is a possibility to renew upon expiry, the 
user has to receive approval from the state qua owner. 
Other obligations are as prescribed by the law and the 
mutual covenant between the user and the owner. Now that 
a new rule has been enacted to permit land user to 
t r a n s f e r . I t , both in fact and in law, constitutes the 
11 
exercise of the right to disposal by the land user. 
Therefore, according to Wang's analysis, to permit transfer 
of land use right would be. regarded as a further separation 
of a qimrwcng from the state ownership right over urban 
land. All in a l l , a land use right may be defined as the 
exclusive enjoyment of any legally competent natural or 
legal person over a piece of state-owned urban land 
consequent upon a proper separation of all four powers and 
functions from the state ownership, subject to the 
restrictions of law and other mutual covenants between the 
s t a t e qua owner and the user, and the ultimate right to 







te rpr ises in China, V ^ Contemporary 
Problems, Vol.52, no.3, (Smnmer 1989): P.32. 
11 A r i g h t to disposal may mean consumption of a property in 
fact and transfer of a property in law. 
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control (zhipe i quan) of the owner. 
The attempt here is very rusty. M u c h researches have 
to be conducted so as to resolve the theoretical problems. 
Cone 1usion 
The Reform-era has been a period of rules making and 
abrogating. On the road to national modernization, changes 
i n the socio-economic conditions will no doubt exert 
varying degree of pressure on the state. Unexpected 
problems may c o n t r i b u t e significantly to the change of law. 
T h e thesis is an attempt reviewing the socio-economic 
factors which may drive the land laws to change in the 
context of reform. Many of the points made here are only 
preliminary observations , and are by no means definitive. 
Further researches need to be conducted to give a more 
a c c u r a t e a c c o u n t . These c o u l d t a k e a l i f e t i m e t o t a c k l e . 
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acre 咖 玖 
administrative allotment xingzheng huabo 行政劃撥 
農村 
agricultural area/viliages nongcun 辰n 
, n ,. n o n g Y e jiti jingji 農業集體&濟 
agricultural collective nongye jin Jingji 組織 
economic organizations zuzhi — 
• 一+ churang 出讓 
assignment 
benefit
 s h 爾、 收益 
China Merchants Steam Navigation zhaoshangju 招商局 
Company 
commodity buildings/
 s h a n g p i n f a n g 商品房 
commodity house properties 
confiscation
 m o s h o u 沒收 
disposal
 c h u f e n 處分 
ex gratia/ gratis
 w u c h a n g 無償 
fixed dividend
 d i n g x i 
fixed-term-and-paid use/ youci youchang shiyong 有期有償使用 
fixed-term and compensated use 
foundation land for house zhaUidi 乇基地 
building 
guest investors/
 k e s h a n g 客商 
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• , ... . ‘ t \ ： ‘ •‘ . ；,. 
foreign investors 
hedging legislation ehaoqian lifa 超前立法 
house property tax n^gchan shui 房產稅 
individual economic entities getihu 個體戶 
joint state-private management gongsi heying 公私合營 
l a n d development cost tudi kaifa chengben 土地開發成本 
land development fee tudi kaifa fei 土地開發費 
land development fund tudi fazhan JUin 土地發展基金 
land management
 g u a n l i 土地管理 
！and use ri.ht transfer fee tudi shiyong,uan 土^使脚轉讓 
zhuanrang Jin 面 
land tax c H c - s - 土地稅 
land use certificates t u d i shiyong zhengshu 土地使用證書 
, fa/falu 法/法律 
law 
legal institutionalization h^idu hua 法制化 
细則 
measure (s)
 x i z e 
monetary-compensated youchang 有償 
National Workin, Conference on — h i Guihua 全 二 劃 
Urban Planning
 G o n g z u o H u i y l 工忭曾蟊 
tongzhi 通知 
notice 
ownership by the whole people ™ i n suoyou zhi 全民所有制 
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people's courts remain fayuan 人民法院 
People's Daily Rermin Ribao 人民日報 
p e o p l e ' s Procuratorates remain Jiancha JUuan 人民檢察機關 
p o l i c y to utilise and restrict liyong xianzhi zhengce 利用、限制政策 
powers and function ^
u a n n e n g
 ^ 
possession
 z h a n y o u 佔有 
• yiji shichang 一级市場 
primary market
 J 




 g o n g a n 
real estates tax ^gdlchan shui 房地產稅 
re-assignment
 z u a n r a n g 
. 目垂罝 
redemption 
t i u 條例 
regulation(s) 
• • ^^  resolution(s)
 j u e y l 
restricted right to thing xianzhi wu.uan 限制物權 
right to control ZhU>ei Q職 支配權 
物權 
right to thing
 w u q u a n 
rolling snow ball
 g u n XUeq iU 滾雪球 
renzhi 人治 
rule by man 
: rule(s) 規則 
」 , + erji shichang 二级市場 
secondary market 
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. • —浦一平 seven pathways, one l eve l l ing ^itong yiPing L L 
Shenzhen Municipal Industrial Shenzhenshi Gonsye Fazhan 發展 
Development Services Company Fuwu Gongsi 服饬二 
Shenzhen Real Properties Shenzhen Te.u Fangdichan 、深區房地產 
Company
 G o n g s i
 “ 
I Socialist transfonaation shehui zhuyi gaizao 社會主義改造 
j take over z h e n g s h o u 徵收 
I total right to thing 卵r^ iiari wuquan 完全物權 
.‘ danwei 單位 unit 
广 chengshi jianshe peitao 城市建設配套費 urban construction cost cnengsru j w u 
fei 
shiyong 使用 use 
. . yongyi quan 用益權 usufruct 
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